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r

locked up and two Jars of chemicals
v r
put in the hall way. Iteddlng
CREW MAKES
to the value of $7.50 was taken from
his house, and no payment
made
therefor.
3
Mrs. P. Ma.ettt. of 1207 South
FIGHT AGAINST
Seron, J street. was charged 111. nil for
fumigating three Mil. ill rooms when
the charge under the ordinance could
have been only $S00.
DEATH
4.
Mrs. John Hutler. of 717 South
Kns: street, ha ten rooms, for the
fumigation of which she was comMade pelled to pay $20 00 to the city physiDie in Burning Specific Complaints
Twenty-Fou- r
cian, when the charge under the orPhysician
dinance coul I not h ive been more
City
Against
Terrible
of
Midst
In
Ship
Mi. in $17.r..
.Mid $25.00
worth of
hcjditig whs taken from her house,
Will Receive
Thirty-Seve- n
Storm
for which no compensation has been
made.
Attention.
Are Rescued.
5.
Mr. P. A. C, ui lion, proprietor
of the Savoy hotel, has fifty rooms.
demanded
first
The city physician
$
Ml. mi for funiig iting the hotel, but
DR. CARNS REQUESTS
SURVIVORS INJURED
afterwards reduced bis demand to
$75 .no. which amount was paid. This
COMPLETE EXAM1NATEQN well I have been lens than the
AND MAHY WILL DIE
charges fixed by the ordinance If the
rooms had been actually fumigated,
but only one room was so fumigated,
were
In Connec- and no fumigating materials
and
Smallpox
Matters
on
Aid
to
Helpless
Two Vessels
other rooms,
placed in the forty-nin- e
tion WUh Epidemic Take Up tars being S"t In the h:,V only. Mr.
Account of Terrific Wind -- Heroic
Cuillon complains also that bedding
Time of Aldermen-Highlande- rs
was
to the value of Ili.iiO
taken
Boat Crew Battled
away nnd never returned or paid for,
for
Petition
Present
With Waves to Save
and that he was compelled to close his
place from noon on December 19
Fire Protection.
of
Sailors.
Lives
and to keep it closed until Saturday
morning. Iieccmber 21. at a loss of
Charges against the city physician, not less than $75.iia for the two
mesA
4.
wireless
Ne.v Yoik. Feb.
small pox and a detention hospital nights.
sage to t!ie Times from the steamer were live subjects at lasi ingni
6.
Miss Minnie Carroll Ins a total
the
of
details
the
gives
Cvmruj t"ilay
meeting of the city fathers and t Mo f thirteen rooms, two of which are
Cuthbert.
St.
Htcamer
i.
..f the
not connected with tne niners. ami
crew, end is not jet.
which was abandoned by her
Ir. Curtis, was compelled to pay $50.00 for fu
Prior to the nut-ting-.
of
thp
assistance
through
nil of the early migating, and was deprived of $..0.00
vtst.Tiliiv
or city physician, caused
the Cymric and the Cambria, both
arrivals at the meeting to secretly worth of bedding, which was taken
burned
of
ore.v
the
which assisted the
decide to get vaccinated forthwith by way with the sick lodger, for which
exhibiting a photograph of the wo no compensation has neen mane, i ne
teume- - I'1 escape.
the
sighted
Cymric
Soon after tne
man taken from the St. Claire- hotel utmost charge under the ordinance
Cambria
burning vessel the steamer
and ill the pest house now suffering for fumigating thirteen rooms, would
lay
ships
al-came up and the two
from small pox. The picture showed be $22.75. She was also required to
for several hours awaiting a chance her face nnd hands to be a mass of pay a bill of $75. nil for the patient
terrific
to mWv lower boats. The
and the doctor stated that she while kept at the pest house.
it scabs
to foot. The
was the same from ht-uwind blowing at that time made
7.
Mr. W. V. Futrclle. who has a
it
and
survive,
possible for boats to
city physician supplemented the ex rooming house above his store, at
time
was near'.v four hour from the
hibition of this picture by a statement
had his
South Second street,
arrived before they that of all the eighteen cases that 500
the two ve.ss.-'and
both
quarantined
place
v. ere able to render any assistance.
have come to his attention during the down, including bis store, which he
late epidemic, not one of them had claims was entirely unnecessary, and
Oil Aided Resellers
the been vaccinated. The city physician was charged $30. no for fumigating
Flually. af.er mu:h hard labor, getstated that the cases developing the rooms upstairs, which are fifteen
crew of the Cymric succeeded In hard also
were- more severe man me
in number. Including sitting room,
ting a boat away and after a oil, last
which he considered an indication linen room and bath room and the
fight with the waves, aided by
the disease was taking a worse store down stairs. This was about the
which Hie boat crew spread upon the that more dangerous form.
of
water, succeeded in reaching the side andThere are still three small pox first of January. About the 8th
the
January, the housekeeper asked to be
of the burning ship. Ten men ofwere
men
patients In the pent house, two
relieved of the rooms, as she was not
St Cuthberi's crew, all of whom way and a woman.
decided to
well, and Mr. Futrelle
'frightfully burnrd. made their
Clancy I'nwnU Petition.
into
close up the house rather than take
over the 'side of the vessel nnd them
i i...
next chanter In the small pox any further chances of Interference
the boat, whU returned with
controversy was a. petition presented with its business. He then purchased
to the Cymric.
burning to tne council uy iisinci iimnrj nn am Die supply of fumigating mn
The boat returned to the
resterial at n expense of 4. and had
ship a second at.d third time, and tne Clancy, setting forth figures andIn givin the premises thoroughly fumigated,
ing nnmes and street numbers
men in all. On
cued thirty-seve- n
nine days later the city
trip the boat was stove in by the stances where the city physician is but about having
lat
been Informed that
waves and barely succeeded in reach- alleged to have charged more than the physician
the housekeeper had developed a
becomlawful fees Tor lumigauon.
ing the Cymric.
ing to Mr. Clancy's Introductory talk. case of small pox, again quarantined
Tale of Suffering
St. the charges w ere there in sucn a torm the place, although it was vacant and
The officers and crew of the
a tale of awful suffer
that they could be met by the city fumigated the rooms upstairs nt a
first physician and if without foundation, further charge of $15.00. In addl
ing since Saturday. The fire was ship
refuted by that officer. Mr. Clancy Hon to direct expense of $34, on ac
discovered in the hold of the
until that thu streets were filled with count of the fumigation, Mr. rutrelie
Saturday morning and from that time
h!ch If true, would Indicate claims that he was subjected to a loss
ni mora
until rescued the crew Kepi ui'
physician had been guil which cannot be estimated in the In
city
lives.
the
that
their
save
to
fight
rible
ne improper Jury to his business, and that the fu
Shortly after the fire was discov- ty of what appeared toImproper
con-c- h
migatlon of the store, on the ground
allege.
explosion,
This
conduct.
terrible
a
was
ered there
a character that It floor was entirely unnecessary.
hatchforward
the
all
off
blew
which
Follow. deserved consideration of the council
8.
Ir. 1. E. Wilson has a room
es
and destroyed the bridge. tnat
uinrj ing house on the fourth Moor of the
Mr.
tne and an invesigation.
,
i
.u..
niinn It was seen was lm-o..
be Occidental l!fe building, with fifteen
suggested that the Investigation
ship wa.s doomed I and a boat
made hv a committee from the coun rooms. His wife developed a case
were. Before the crew
was cil directly. Mr. Clancy repeated this of small pox. and was removed to the
could leave the ship the boat
suggestion as If he thought that a pest house, the city physician taking
s
snip
the
ngainst
smashed
succeeded
committee from the council would be $20 worth of bedding, for which no
bad
who
me,,
the fifteen
For
.i re all drowned. more thorough in making an inves-to compensation has been made.
ito
the fumigation nf these rooms and of
The" thirl officer was included in the tigation than the Hoard of Health
which other complaints or tne winu two halls on the second and third
number.
(Hit
had been left.
floors of the building, the city physiMade (iullnnt
In
import cian demanded $75.no.
Mr Clancy's petition
Ir. Wilson
hours the crew kept
F,.r thirtv-si- x
nf the city refused to nay this amount, on the
against great odds in an asked for an Investigation suggested
up a fight
a ground that It was excessive, and
. .
onr,o-,iiV.
the -fire or hold. r.hvalclnn's conduct, and
Jllienijo
ri'"w'
governing the was told by the city physician that It
had new city ordinance
it in check until the terrific wind ship
'if the city physician ana pmviu-In- g would be $150.00 If not paid by the
subsided and they could leave the lit- duty for
For the fifteen
the payment of fumigatloi first of February.
In safetv. Their efforts met with
fee
rooms at the rate specified In the or
tle success, as the ship was loaded
suggestion to the dinance, the charge might have been
Mr. Claiu-v'.. uu inf'jmiiinlilfi material
and the
be $26.25. leaving $48.75 as the charge
investigation
of council that the
part
one
rapidly
from
spread
fire
placed In the hands of a committee for fumigating the two halls on the
to
anotner.
vessel
the
from council was met by Alderman second and third floors.
The crew kept up a gallant struggle Hanley,
who made a motion that the
pro
9.
Mr. F. F. Murray, the
but were rescued just in time, as the omini-l- l
lt In the matter as a com
in the same
the
restaurant
of
when
the
prletor
rapidly
gaining
was
fire
mittee of the whole, and that the building with the Savoy hotel, but on
Cymric arrived and the ship was con- persons
having complaints to make
19,
sumed to the water's edge an hour appear before a meeting to be held the ground floor, on Decemberquarof
business
off.
place
1907,
his
had
taken
been
crew
had
the
after
for the special purpose of making antined by the city physician on acIn addition to the fif'een members .v...
investigation.
The motion in count of the case of small pox tn th
of the crew who were drowned wnen
that each person whose name
hotel part of the building, which wa
the boat was destroyed, nine stow-to cluded
.nnonriiil On the petition presented by not connected with the restaurant
aways In the hold were turned
...r. Clancy be notified. The motion and the next day the city physician
death before they could get out. Of passed.
The time- for this invesiga required him to submit to vaccina
rescued a number are
the thlrty-seve- n
tion will be set by tne mayor.
be qiiaran
Hon and fumigation or
so bndly burned they may die.
liiii-'
Petition.
Mr
number of
for
thw
maximum
tlned
The Individual complaints et forth days possible In such cases. 1'nder
in the petition authored by Mr. t. laney protest, he submitted to the fumigaSUPREME COURT DIS- are as follows:
tion and was kept out of his place
.
Mrs. M. K. Helndl, of the High of business until midnight, and was
twenty
land Rooming house. has
to pay $10 for the fumiga
,o... rw,r.w f,,r lodgers. For the fu required
Mr. Mur
restaurant.
the
tion
of
Hies., nremlses January ray's complaint is that the fumigation
Madrll to Ho Prevented From ,i,.ii.,m nf was charged
by
$S0
the could not possibly have been neces
10. 1908. she
Serving oil Hoard at Sanlu IV.
cit'v physician, who put the fumigatonly
and sary.
in one room
Santa Fe. Feb. 4 Jose Leon MadrM ing materials twenty-eigh10
Mrs. K. Fleming, of the Ia
others., but
t
nf C.alisteo U disqualified from serv- none In the
in Vita rooming house, paid $40 for the
chemicals
of
jtrs
of
of
put
number
board
the
of
member
a
ing as
rooms,
of fumigation of twenty-nin- e
county commissioners and a judgment the hall way only. A deduction
and. being compelled to pay In adof the bedaccount
on
was
according
made
entered,
115
be
will
in ouster
vance, hal to borrow the money for
opinion rendered by ding removed to the pest house, leav- the purtiose.
to a written
This charge was less
be seen
will
It
$65.
charge
ing
war.
the
in
the
McFie
iuo
It.
Judge John
$1.75 per room, than the ordinance permits.
of
rate
theinstiat
were
that
which
proceedings
of
lHiito
Mr. J. J. Fortenbachcr.
11.
been actually fumitute,! some time ago seeking to cause if every room hadproper
the St. Clair hotel, pail $30.00 for
orthe
under
total
gated,
the
Madril.
Commissioner
of
twenty rooms, which is
the removal
would have bee,, $00.75, but fumigating
The defendant is declared ineligible dinance,
all of the rooms less than the charge fixed In the or
be
said
that
cannot
it
was
elected
he
to
which
office
to hold
the meaning lince.
on the ground that he was not a were fumigated within
111
12.
Mr. George Morelll, of
Helndl was
Mrs.
nf
ordinance.
having
the
f
reason
by
qualified elector
paid $29 for
charge or sub- South First street.
pay
this
to
compelled
had
and
felony
a
of
been convicted
to having her place quarantined twenty rooms, which is less than the
not since been restored to citizenship. mit
charge fixed by the ordinance.
days.
for twenty-on- e
South
Attention Is called to the fart that
2.
John Scofleck. of 724
RKPORTS ITNSION RILL
and 'n the foregoing twelve cases, a tax
Washington. Feb. 4 The House Second street, has fifteen rooms,
was compelled to pay $35 In advance, was Imposed upon the persons named
committee on appropriations today
for all the rooms, if amounting In the aggregate to $477
portel favorably the pension bill for when the chargefumigated
under the to say nothing of the Items of bed
the fiscal year ending June 30. 1909. all had been
only ding taken abd not paid for, and that
The bill abolishes pension agencies ordinance, would have of been
fact,
this tax falling upon the.se people, is
as matter
through the countries, centering all $26.25, but, were
fumigated. In seven one for the preservation of the pub- rooms
pension matters at Washington. The
for pension j Is other rooms, no fumigating material
total appropriation
left
was Used, and one room was
( Continued on rage Four.)
placed at $100 869.008.
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Soys That Equal Justice Should King Manuel's Contltlon Kapidly
Improves-Funcral- sol
Prevail and Equal Punishment
King and
Be Meted Out to All Offenders-Crown Prince. February 8.
Says
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I
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Brother's Wedding.

If

f'A;.-Vt'.'s-

-

-

THE

E. W. Sims. U. S. District Attorney of Chicago. In Albu-

I

s

NORMAL

STANDARD OIL IS

WITH FRENCH

STUDENT

Task of Clearing Favorite Ath- London Hears Report of Terrible Slaughter Bravery of
lete of Suspicion Rests
Fanatics Won Nothing.
With Local Talent.
--

BODIES PILED HIGH.
PUBLIC WILL BE THERE
IN FRONT OF GUNS
TO WITNE5S SUCCESS
A murder has ben committed.
A
popular college st'jdi'ht, Henderson by
i
name, has been
ed by a knife
thrust In his back! by a treacherous
foe. ant! It 1s tip to the "College Pen-ancompany of home talent artists
to seek out the murderer.
A well
known and popular athlete of the college and a member of the college row.
ing team Is suspected of the crime
and upon the shoulders of the cast
of "The College Pennant" rests also
the responsibility to clear him.
It Is believed thnt the coup will be
executed at the Klks' opera house
Wednesday night with flattering success.
There is a bout In the play. To
escape arrest and the accompanying
humiliation, the hero ships on this
boat, which starts on n trip across
the ocean the morning following the
tragedy.
He garbs himself In the
humble attire of a sailor. Just before
the boat departs the captain discovers
that the young man Is on board and
knows htm. but believes that he is Innocent and allows the masquerade to
be carried out.
Among the passengers on the boat
are a Pnston millionaire and two
One of the young ladles
daughters.
of the suspected
1s the sweetheart
The hero discovers that
murderer.
his sweetheart is on board and seeks
to escape from t lie boat. The nppor
tunlty arrives when (he boat Is pass
Inc some out of the way Spanish Isl
an.ls In southern sens. The hero
seizes the opportunity. Jumps overboard nnd swims to one nf the Islands
The Huston millionaire wants the
captain to stop the ship and rescue
the boy. but the captain win not i ne
millionaire raves. The captain Is very
set In his wnvs. He knows that there
the boat
Is a detective on board
watching the hero and knows that the
detective cannot very well follow hisa
man. The millionaire finally gets
boat and embarks for the island. The
Island l infested with cannibals and
the millionaire and his daughters are
captured by the cannibals. but of
course eventually they no escape mm
live hannllv ever af er.
Hut back at the college the students and the friends of the hero
The real
Mve the murder riddle
the hero Is
murderer Is captured.
Cine to take his
brought home. Jut
nlace at the hea l of the rowing crew
in the boat race and of course the
home crew wln "The College Pen
nant."
the storv that will be staged
This
af the Klks' opera house Thursday
and Friday evenb gs by home taieni.
There Is a lot of sparkling musiccos-in
by pret'y
the play, accompanied
tumes and special scenery.
The reserved sent sale this morning
was unusually good, better. Ir. fact,
than that for the . "F.Iks' Tooth" pro
are
The
duction last ven-assured of pood houses both Thursday and Friday nights.
t"

Itrssi

SI.NHS THOOPS

St. Petersburg.

Feb. 4.

F"ive

thou-

sand troops have been ordered from
Northern Caucasus to the Turko-Per-sls- n
frontier, where small detachments of aoldfers have been a.ssem- hllng for some time. The conrentra
tlon of troops Is due to the aggressive
attitude of Turkey In the dispute with
Persia regarding boundary lines. It Is
believed Russia will make a military
the Turks.
demonstration

Iondon,

Feb.

3.

A

dispatch

ha

been received here from Tangier tell

ing of
bloody buttle between the
French troops and the Moors at
only brief detail
Settat, Morocco.
are given, but from these It appears
the battle was one of the most serl
ous yet fought between the Moors
and French.
Ten thousand Moors are reported
killed In the battle, while the French
at 160 men, In
loss Is estimated
eluding four officers.
The dispatch
says that the Moors again and again
charged up to the French guns until
the
bodies lay In great lilies o
ground. The Moors were unable to
on
the French
indict serious damage
troops but with Intrepid courage,
charged until so reduced in numbers
and exhausted that further fight was
withdrew,
Impossible. They then
leaving the French victorious.
COUNTY

BERNALILLO
HAS

CUTE

LITTLE

BABY

Placed on Truln by Its Parents, Who
were iwi sir u i art- - ior ii
HernaMllo county may count anions
its assets a native baby about two
weeks old. pretty and healthy.
The infant was found. In a bundle of
clothing on the steps of a Pullman
sleening oar on train No. 7 this
nwirnlnir. in Oallun. and taken from
the train. It Is believed that It was
put aboard the train at Isleta, and
believing that they are being Imposed
of McKinley
upon, the authorities
county will have nothing to do with
it. A telegram received here by the
st.iit.. Ke officials savs that the child
will be sent to this city tonight. The
Santa Fe has refused to stand sponsoro
for the child, so It seems that Herna-lillcounty has something coming to
--

It.

That t lie child survived the cold of
the night In Its ride to Oallup, or that
some sudden Jolt of the train did not
send If to Its death seems one of the
strange fortunes of fate. The clothes
In which It was wrapped were clean
but of a very poor quality, which
probably evidence that Its parents
wprp too poor to care ror if.
The train was iii charge of Con
ductor Hall, one of the oldest and best
Mr
men on the Snnta Fe system.
t:ill discovered a small roll of cloth
ing while passing from one car to
ano her. He picked It up and carried
it Into one of the cars and opened It.
d
conductor
When the
waw the little holy and the two snin-l- n
little eves that looked UP at h'm
he was too much Impressed to express
Passengers on the train
himself
crowded around and a collection was
laWn tin
The baby is expected to arrive In
the city this evening on train No. 8.
It spent the day In the care of Special
I If fleer
Overstreet.
good-nature-

ADMITS WIT.lVIi PI1H.II KV
London. Feb. 4. Miss Mary Robinson has made a full confession of wilful perjury in the Druce case and
has admitted the truth of the statements made by the prosecution In the
trial of Herbert Druce on the charges
of perjury, filed by George H. Ilruce.
who la striving to make good his claim
to the estate of the Duke of Portland.

K. W. Sims, United States district
Usbon, Feb. 4. Changes In the
attorney with headquarters ln Chi- Portuguese ministry have
been
cago, the man who prosecuted Standrapid today it is hard to keep track of
ard Oil and secured the tine of
them. The ministry gathered yesterpresented
who
the case day by Admiral De Amaral was suagainst John It. Wulsh,
the aged perseded by Another early this mornChicago banker, which resulted In a ing. A few hours later
cabconviction after one of the greatest inet was announced andanother
thU is delegal battles In recent years, and the clared to be final, but
changes-aristhese
man who is now prominently men
from the difficulty

i

tioned as the next governor of Illinois, with its stepping stone to the
I'nited States senate, arrived in Albu
querque on the flyer at noon today.
Mr. Sims is a guest at the Alvar- He Is ln Albuquerque to atado.
tend the marriage of his brother U.
II. Sims of the Valley Ranch to Miss
Klid.i Wright, which will take place
here tomorrow evening.
Mr. Sims, on behalf of the gov
ernment, is now engaged ln prepar
ing another case against the Standard till compuny which If it proves
successful has the possibility of a
maximum fine of some $26,000,000.
Still Young With a lleoortl.
W. Sims Is still a young man
with a record which he carved out
for himself and which Is still growing. He is one of the young men
whose work brought him to the attention of the president and who has
steadily gone, to the frunt and made
good with v rapl.'ity possible only in
such a country as the Unitod State
where a good man cannot be kept
down.
At the age of 37 years, Mr. Sims

stands among the peers of the legal
fraternity, with odds greatly In his
favor for eventually reaching the
pinnacle.
He began the foundation for his
career in hard work and he still
works often eighteen hours of the
twenty-fou-

r.

Only a few years ago, Mr. Sims
emerged from a law school and ln a
hard fought contest, forced a ward
boss to permit his election to a ward
political organization.
From that
humble beginning, he rose steadily
until his legal ability won him a
in
minor place ln a department
Washington. Mr. Sims was next heard
of us solicitor to the Hureuu of Commerce and Labor In Washington and
from that time on he needed no introduction. He had more work than
he could do. He received important
assignments in the Department oi
the Interior, least among which was
the adjustment of the seal poaching
difficulty with Japan off the Prlbiloff
Islands of Alaska.
Cluisen l'rom Many.
Then the government undertook to
curb Standard Oil. President Roosevelt, after a conference
with the
cabinet members directly concerned,
named Mr. Sims as one man of all
the young attorneys In Washington,
caimble of undertaking the Job. It was
a big Job.
Mr. Sims accepted the
commission, worked night and day
won
his cuse. Ha says he will
and
win others.
Mr. Sims talked freely to a report
er at the Alvarado today, concerning
the policy of trust prosecution and
of his cases.
"As I have been frequently quoted," said Mr. Sims, "I believe- that
the big offender should be prosecuted and should be made to pay a penalty for breaking the laws, Just as
much as the hod carrier or any one
else. That is the policy of the present administration.
The punishment
assessed "gainst the big offender
should be In proportion to the ofA
fense.
million dollar offense
should be punished by a million dollar fine if an hundred dollar offense
is punished by a line of $100."
"The case against the Standard Oil
company was an Immense, affair. As
a slight illustration. I might
were over 7,000 exhibits of
various kinds which had to be worked over. It was at first thought that
It would take at least six months to
try the case but we finished It ln
much less time. The caso has been
taken to the court of appeals by the
Standard Oil counsel and will come
up there next month.
Another itlg Oil Cn'- Another case agalnt the Standard
oil company, which I will prosecute
will come up before I'nited
States
Judge Itethea the first Monday In
big
case
a
as
April. It. is almost as
the one which caused the twenty-nin- e
thirmillion dollar fine. There are
teen Indictments In the latter case,
with a possible maximum fine of
MYsclf and associates aro
now engaged in preparing the case.
Coul liiinil on Pimc I 'our.)
say-ther-

o.

of arranging
a cabinet to suit all interests con-

cerned, and may be changed again.
Admiral Ie Amaal Is the premier of
the third and presumably final cabinet.
It Is persistently rumored that
Franco has taken refuge
aboard a Rrltish cruiser anchored off
Cascaes. fifteen miles from Lisbon,
and In this way will gain a refuge in
England or at Gibraltar.
Today Usbon haj a more settled
aspect and conditions are once mora
approaching the normal, although
there Is yet an undercurrent of revolutionary feeling and every precaution
Is being taken to prevent further disturbance.
The new cabinet Is beset with many
qestlons, many of which will be
hard to settbs satisfactorily to the people If the .policy of
Franco is to be followed! That this policy will govern in the future la unquestioned, but for tha present the
dictator Is in retirement. Ms prestige
gone, and the affairs of the government are In the hands of the newly
formed cabinet, the most Influential
members of which are strongly opposed to the policies
dictated
by
iFranco and which culminated In the
death of the king and crown prince.
I"rogrcslsx.s' Demands
When Franco tries to regain his
position, as he will undoubtedly try to
do, he will find the opposltio.i to him
much stronger and harder t overcome.
The Progressist-Dissidenparty today voted to support the new government on condition thnt all political
prisoners now held In prisons through,
out Portugal be freed, that all the political exiles be permitted to return to
Portugal and their political rights restored to them, and that all existing
autocratic measures contrary to liberty be repealed.
They will mnke
these requests but will take no action until advised of the manner In
which their demands have been received by the new government.
Nn 1'iuliie) Agitation
Dr. Jose Maria Alperm. chief leader of the Progressist-Dissideparty,
fled today from Lisbon and is now
reported to be at Salamanca, Spain.
He? disguised himself and made the)
trip In an automobile. He was abla
to successfully pass the guards at the
Spanish frontier and got clear of the
country liefnre his departure was noticed. He Is believed to be concerned
In the plot ngainst the throne.
The minister of war today Issued a
statement declaring that the rumors
of a revolution ln Oporto and other
parts of Portugal Is without truth.
The statement says:
"There Is no undue agitation in
either military or civil circles, and
normal conditions are rapidly prevailing throughout Portugal."
Tim Funeral
The condition of King Manuel, who
was shot in the face and right arm at
the time his father and brother were
killed Inst Saturday, shows Improvement nnd no serious complications as
a result of the wounds are expected.
It was feared at first that blood poison might develop but no symptoms of
this have been found and the young
king will probably be entirely recovered In a short time.
The funerals of the king and crown
prince will be held February 8 and
arrangements are now being made for
the services to be held at that time.
The two bodies lie In state In the
palace, both being dressed In military
The sorrowing queen sit
uniforms
beside them, and can hardly be Induced to leave her post even for food
and rest.
Messnges of sympathy continue t
pour In from all countries and the funerals will probably be attended by
royalty from Kngland. France and
Spain. The queen's mother Is on her
way to Lisbon and is due to arrive tomorrow.
ler
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OLIVKIt H.VS HEART THOrWJJ
Chicago. Feb. 4. The condition of
James Oliver, millionaire plow manufacturer, who Is seriously ill with
heart trouble. Is such that It Is feared
he cannot recover.
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WHY THIS " WHO GOES THERE?" AIR AT
MRS. MARY BAKER EDDY'S NEW HOME?

COURT HAS DECIDED

.

ALBUQUERQUK

Cooper Fought to Retain Formula Which
Has Made a Fortune.
this generation is caused ly ptomnoh

rouble. Is t winning n. national
in his theory. His claim Is now
admitted by a surprising number of.
and
throuchout the country, every
Is saining new
Tie
adherents
day.
While speaking of hl success In a
rocent Interview, Mr. Cooper said: "1
believed ten years ago that anyone
who could produce a formula that
would thoroughly regulate the stomach would have a fortune. When I
ot hold of this formula I knew with
in six months that 1 wa.s right, and
I called
that my fortune was made. Discovery.
the medicine Cooper' New
Although I did not get up the formufor
la. I have owned It. however, law-jrait
tiver thre-- years. I have had one
over It, which I won in the
courts. When it was settled The
Cooper Medicine company became the
only firm in the world that can prepare the medicine. The preparation
haa eold like wildfire wherever Introduced. As I have said before, it is
euecessful simply because it puts the
wtomach in perfect shape, then nature
does the rest. There are any number
of complaints never before associated
with stomach trouble that the medicine has alleviated In thousands of
fn--

case."

recent- -

Among Htatementa obtained

iwr.

INTEREST

in'
IhotijrrBli if

wild.

"I heard about the Cooper medicine and decided to try It. I used
four bottles and the Improvement In
my ense ha been really wonderful.
Mv nerves have been quieted, and I
am so much Improved that 1 feel like
a new woman.
"I cannot say too much for these
wonderful remedies, for they have
made me well."
We sell the Cooper medicines and
consider them well worth a trial by
anyone afflicted wlfh chronic stomach
trouble and Its attendant diseases.
The J. H. O Ulelly Co.. corner Central avenue and Second street.

Proposed Law In Congress Tests to Fill Lucrative PosI
Hons, Will be Held In This
Embodies President's
City and Las Vegas.
Methods.

c

e,

advocate of every measure adopted
the committee.
"The action of the rules committee
should meet with approval every
where," he said. "The forward pass
alterations are right In line with my
I have
personal recommendations.
always been an enthusiastic supporter
of the forward pass and believe that
It will be more popular than ever next
year under the Improved rule.
"I also like the new rule which
provides that only the player on the
passer's side who first touched the
ball may recover It until it has been
touched by an opponent."
Yost criticized the restrictions which
have been placed on athletics by the
faculty of the University of Michigan
and declared that such restrictions
seriously injure sports. The faculty's
decision that the Michigan team
should be restricted to seven games
each year Is very unfair. Tost thinks.
There should be more games. He
declares that with so few contests the
athletic life of the students is so short
that it Is very difficult to rind
by

1
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The Civil Service Commission announces that between now and March
4, It will hold a series of examinations In this city and at I.as Vegas
for various government positions. The
subjects and the dates upon which l.w Aiigfltfi CihiH Holds That Auto.
1st Should IKxIge Von
Hut
the examinations will be held are as
What if Ho Don't?
follows:
Testing assistant, Feb. 26, position
I,ns Angeles, Cal., Feb. 4. A depays $800 per annum;
veterinary
court of ap0 cision by the? district
Inspector, Feb. 26. position pays
per annum: food and drug In- - peals today declares in effect that
are obliged to look out
salary $1,SOO per
spector, March
for pedestrians and keep from runannum; physician (male), Feb.
salary $150 per month; artiiit and ning them down and that pedestrians
salary $1,20 cannot be charged with contributory
draftsman. Feb.
per annum; postal clerk (male), FeS. hegllgence If they do not keep out of
19, salary $100 per month; editorial the way of automobiles.
The decision confirmed a judgment
clerk, bureau census, Feb.
salary $1,000 per annum; monotype, for $7,000 damages awarded Stanley
the
caster operator, February 26, salary. King, who hail been run down by aptelephone automobile of 10. K. Green. The In35
an
hour;
cents
operator, March 4, salary $600 per pellant made the idea that the
annum; aid (male), bureau of stand- jured man was guilty of contributory
ards, salary $720 per annum; rail- negligence in not keeping a sharp
way mail clerk. Feb. 26, salary va- lookout, but the higher court declares
any
on
ries; Junior engineer and assistant en- the rights of pedestrians
highway are paramount.
gineer, reclamation service, April'
(male), buexecutive assis'ant
reau of plant industry, department of SAW A COKI'Si: AM) Tiir.x imi:i
agriculture, March 4, salary $2,000
per annum; assistant geologist, geo- New .Icrscv ;irl lios ill SI inline
Manner.
salary $1,600
logical survey. Mar.
per annum; supervising engineer of
Holland
Feb. 4
Mlllville, X. J
road construction, war department, Xickelson, a well to do oyster shipMarch 4, salary $125 per month; sta- per, who had been ill with typhoid
tistician, geological survey, March
fever at Savannah, !a., arrived yessalary from $1,200 to $1.K00 per terday at I'ort Xorrls, bis native city,
annum; apprentice draftsman, ordi- and as lie stepped from the train
war department, he sank to the platform and died benance
bureau.
March 4, $350 per annum.
fore medical aid could be summoned,
Full information about any of the lie was removed to the home of his
above examinations, with application brother, near Hi,, railroad station.
blanks, may be had by writing to the
As his body was carried Into the
Civil Service Hureau, Washington, I). house his niece. Miss Mildred ltlanch
C.
Xickelson. was stricken at the sight
of it. All efforts to resuscitate her
a
proved futile and she di.-later.
NEW FOOTBALL

ho had just stepped up to the cher
ry bar and caught the mixer thinking
taloud.

"It's like this," said the man behind the bar. "This worl
is one
big stage, every perso,, Is :m actor,
and every man ;'i it comes into this
place does tinune stunt day In and
day out unl year In and year' out."
"They do the same thing the same
way every time they call and a lot of
them call ubout the same time every
day. The majority of those that call
every ikiy don't have to tell me what
they want; they drink the same drink
lhe year round, hot or cold. You can
hear them coming. They walk In on
the same side of the door every day
and stand at the same place at the
h.ir. If their particular stall happens
to be filled when they come, some of
them will wait till the person filling
It has passed out. Every one of them
has a particular way of taking hold
of his glass. You can tell the way
he lays his money down If he Is a
frequenter of the place. .If he Is a
married man, he will Invariably count
his change. If he Is a stranger he'll
usually select the largest piece of
money he has in his pocket, and look
around the room while his drink Is
being prepared.
If he Is one of
those regular customers he will have
the right change. If he stands
on the floor, he has probably
been In the place once before.
If
he puts both elbows on the bar. you
can tell he has been
there before
many times.
"The man who drinks whisky
straight, just
says 'whisky.'
The
mun who wants a little water with
his whisky says "I'd like a little
whisky. If a man walks up to the
bar and says 'whisky' and then looks
around the room as If he would like
to invite the house up, you can tell
he Is a politician."
1

Suggestions for amateur theatricals: The comedian said he had found
a needle In his soup. "How does this
come?" he asked of ;i waiter, as he
held up the needle. "It Is a typographical error," replied the waiter;
"it was Intended for noodle."
Not many miles from here there
lives a man who fell In love with a
pretty girl. His education was sadly
neglected in his youth, nnd when he
desired to write to the girl and tell

her of his affection, he found himself
unable to write the letter as he wanted It written. So he solicited the assistance of an acquaintance and suggested that lamong other things the
letter must contain a verse of poetry.
The acquaintance agreed and wrote
this verse:
If you were a dog.
And I were a hog
A rootin' In your front yard,
SAYS DOH'T
And the old man should say
"Chase that hog uvvay,"
Tell me. would yju bite me hard?"
DODGE AN AUTO
The lover waii pleased, but it is
rumored he has lost his love.

19-2-

A popular
drink mixer nt a popular Central avenue drinking place
at in an easy chair behind his station yesterday
afternoon soliloquiz-

ing.

"This business Is good deal Hke a
modern comic opera," he said to himself.
"How's that?" said a customer.
IXAHOUATK

19-2-
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flat-foot-

Prolit in Ue Ijist Strike.
asserted that In the laxt coal
It
strike the operators made great profits, de.tpite the closing down of the
mines, from the increased prices at
which' they sold their accuniula Ions.
It Is intimated that preparations have
been male for another conflict with
any
the mini-rs- , not because there is presparticular dissatisfaction with
ent relations, but because a ftrike
would afford reason for again advancing the price of coal and with 'he supply on hand would prove more profitable to the operators than the continuous working of the mines.
Whether this is true or not, it is
believed by members of the house interstate commerce committee, and the
presentation of the arbitration bill to
the house today is Intended to rrus-4raany such design as has been attributed to the coal trust.
The bill provides for the appointment by the president of special commissions to investigate all serious run.
Illi ts between labor and capital which
affect Interstate commence and public interest. The.se commissions will
have power to compel testimony ar.i
will be authorized to act as arbitrators. If arbitration Is refuse.), then
they will represent merely the public
and by publishinK information obtainable regarding the strike or lockout
will bring trie pressure of enlightened piitilim sentiment to hear upon the
contests to force Its settlement on
princip-ilof Justice, not only to those
In conllict. but to the public as well.
Not a Ijilsir Mhip
Hepresent.nlve T'uvtisetid is the
author of the- biil. and it has been
designei by him ii t to benefit either
labor or capital, but to afford protec'niteoi of the rights
and r
tion
of the public in ait cr".t labor stmf-gleliecause lie lots urged il as a
measure of puo'ic importance n ml it
has been considered as Mi' li. the bill
has brought to the attention of the
committee some curious circumstances
tending to throw suspicion upon represent a '.Ives of both capital and lubor
and to suggest that in some cases
both are enemies to the public
It has been found that l'resideiit
Parry of the Manufacturers- associaman in the
tion.' the most anti-labcountry, and Samuel f.ompers. president of the American Federation of
Iibor. are both opised to the general proposition advanced by the bills,
hut for different reasons. IHrry says
that the employes of labor do not
want any Interference on behalf of
the public with disputes between
themselves and their employees.
te
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..Washington.

few-hour-s

speaking of Klectrle Hitters, says;
Is a neighborhood favorite here
I'.ig t'oaili Nay They
re In I.inc with us." H deserves to be a favorite everywhere. It gives quick
Willi His V
nirwunl
In dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidI'llss Ki'oomnieiKleil.
ney derangement, malnutrition, nerv4.
Fielding H. ousness weakness and general deFeb.
A Kracefu!
hat of ecru silk beaver
Yost, the "hurry-up- "
coach of the bility. Its action on the blood, as a
University of Michigan football team, thorough purifier makes it especially has a wide spreading brim and wide
today talked of the change made in useful as a spring medicine. This crown. A la rite bow of black satin
grand alterative tonic Is sold under covers tiic crown and from 1: sweep
the football rules by the Intercollegitwo ia rue w hi te fc i : hers.
ate committee at Xew York. Yost is guarantee by all druggists. 50c.

"It

T'itt-bur-

Loam

and Discounts

Honda, Securities and Heal Estate..
I30S.0U0.00
U. S. Bond
485,134.40
Kxchange
394,332 61
Caah In Vault

Cash Reaourcea
Totala

SI. 293. 72

Capital and Surplua
Circulation
Depoalta

'

I

005.6fc0.62

Totala

OF ALBUQUERQUE.

M.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts
X- -

CAPITAL. S150.000
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President

w. s. STR1CKLER, Vice President

and Cashier
JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
J. C. Ualdridjre,
William Mcintosh,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Plackvell.
V. J.
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THEY $AV NOTHING SVCCF.FiH I.IKE $1 r t I $.
IHTT IN OKDKIl TO
I SI IIo'E THIS 1$ TWITS.

5 j
w
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HAVE $OME $UCCE$$ WITH WHICH TO IC
CEKIl IT IS XECESSAKY TO HAVE SOME OT1IKK
THINGS. ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND AN- OTIIEK IS SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT I TU- NISII BItAINS IN SETS. BUT A PKItrSAI. OK
OI K COLUMN WILL SHINE UP THE ONES TOO
IN
THE
HAVE. AND AN ADVE11T1SEMEXT
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY
WAUHS SUT PLYING THE DIN EWO.

TO- -

.

Z
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IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
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is

usually the road to prosperity

THERE IS A WARM WELCOME FOR YOU AT
THE END OF THIS ROAD TO THE BANK

252.653.02
200.000.00
1,653.037.60

1.167,(66.91
3

BANKo COMMERCE

Not quite all depositors are prosperous, but all prosperous people are bank depositors. At the end of the road to this bank, there is the bank that ha the ability and
the disposition to help its customers, and many a man is glad that he has taken the road.

LIABILITIES
ll,74.929.99

THE

The road to a bank

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER, 3, 1907
RESOURCES

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

A GOOD R A

.

Depository A. T. &'.S. F. Railroad Company

-

423 South First

BALDRIDCE

C.

2.-,-

NewMesico

United States Depository

ing

our digestive organs are working
properly. I r. King's New I'ile Pills
regulate the action of stomach, liver
ami bowels so perfectly one can't
good w hen he uses these
help feeling
c
pills.
at all druggists.

NATIONAL, BANK'?!
AilWqpmerqjue,

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

AND

Kverj li "ly is welcome when we feel
Hood; and we feel that way only when

g,

OF

J.

keeping Open House.

re-li- -f

s.

Ctaloau

'lui

Feb.
The house
committee on census has been disked
by Clifford l'inchot, chief of the for
estry department, and others to re
commend to the House of Representa
tives the passage of il bill appropriating 'i million dollars for taking
tile census of ail the standing tiinoei
in the I'nited States
the first pro
posal of the kind ever made to con
gress.
Mr. I'incliot informed the commit
tee that at the present rate of con
sumption, loo billion feet a year, the
timber resource. of the I'nited States
will be exhausted in twenty years
The purpose of the tree census Is to
acquaint the people with the facts
and thereby persuade them to econo
mize in lumber consumption and to
take an interest In forest preservation

NiiglilMiidKMMl 1'nvorHe.
Mrs. K. U. Charles, of Harbor, Me.,

!.

Writ tor

Native and Chit go Lumber. Sherwin-Wllllnm- s
Paint None Better. Building I'aiK-r-, I Ulster, Lime, Cement, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc
,.
Etc., Etc.

3

Aks t'oiii:rc

I'illcllot

5.
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OF FORESTS

.
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BUILDERS'

Cured In 0 to I I Mays.
OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
any
cure
case of Itching, blind,
bleeding or protruding plies In 6 to
14 days or money refunded. B0 cents.
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llHnt to WhirJi C'lirlstlun ScIcih-- li 'HIt SutltlciUy Moved.
home of Mrs. A. L. Iawrence, a wld-- t The vestibule from, the porte cochere
ow. At that time a Christian Science in front Is similarly protected.
Each
leader negotiated a purchase and im- - window and door is reinforced.
In the house two massive vaults of
mediately the work of remodeling be
gan. For a while 300 men were en- concrete and steel were built, one at
gaged upon the work. The outer walls the head of the main stairway, the
of henvy stone were not disturbed, other at the first landing. Six armed
but a deep porch was added, protect- guards, strapping big fellows, patrol
canopy, suggesting the grounds day and night. No one
ed by a chain-hun- g
the portcullis of a medieval castle. Is allowed upon the lawn.

Hti

$1,-40-

trict,

THE-

-

Huston, Feb. 4. The new home of
Mrs. Mary Haker !. Eddy, In Brook-linto which she moved so suddenly
In its forthe other day, la castle-lik- e
bidding strength. It is a huge, three-stor- y
stone house with slated roof,
standing In the middle of a broad
lawn and surrounded by trees through
which a wide drive circles prettily.
Until three months ago it was the

JUDGE
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DEPOSITS

SAVINGS

FARM MACHINERY PEOPLE

yaw

Fa-

FORCE

4. President
Feb.
Washington.
Jtoosevelt's method of settling strikes,
pursued so successfully 4n the great
coal strike of 1902. has been embodied
In a bill which was reported to the
bouse from the committee on interstate commerce and undoubtedly will
be passed at this session.
Information
Simultaneously
the
comes from the same committee that
Indications of another coal strike afeaaons not only for the action
ford
of the committee Itself, but for prompt
action upon the bill by both housed.
The statements made to the committee members are substantially that the
coal operators have been for a year
past accumulating and storing vast
quantities of coal with a view to testing once more the rigidity of the present scale of wages in the mining dis-
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TO END STRIKES EXAMINATIONS
BY

surplus. $100,000

1
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Coop-neopl-

NFW MEXICO

m

Capitol

of tills nieilicinp that if"
such unlver.al .ilscusslon 1
one from Mrs. KtnniA Stanley, living
In PhlraRo, at 713 Washington hnule-fult- h
vard, who said: "Porhnpa I had the
e
most complicated case that Mr.
er had to deal with. I was troubled
for years with my stomach. I consulted with doctors and took many
patent medicine preparations without
result. My stomach wa.s In such a
wretched shape that I could not enjoy
ameal that I ate.
"I was very nervous, and could
hardly sleep; I hud a roaring In my
ears and dancing spot before my
eyes. I felt very bad and weak. Then
there was a very sore spot at the
pit of my stomach that nearly set me

It. T. Conner, the man who believes' ly from
90 per cent of all 111 health of! arousing

'if1

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

IN HIS FAVOR

that

I. HOS.

13,005.690.61

Ijl

KT6KOKO00

j

STATE NATIONAL BANK
albuquerque;

ti
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THE IMAGINARY AND THE REAL HARD WORK

N

LISTEN:

WYOMING

" I figure that an advertisement placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as

IDS

well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are
too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to them then throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to
the very last line."

Tract of 150.000 Acres In
Eden Valley Ready June
Needs Soil Workers.
Larime. Wyn Feb. 4. The opening of 1 5 o. o 0' ni ri'.-- i of Irrigable land
In Kden valley. Wyoming, June 1 Is
xpcctcd to draw f.irmcr from all
sections of the middle Southwest. A
ono million dollar rr; jia tloii works
an,l water will lie
being complc-tedelivered In nudiitity ufnclent to supThe
ply lifl.Ono acres ty June 1.
quality of the lands to bo opened Is
said to be exceptional ana the price
act unusually
fixed Vy the Carey
c hea p.
The population of Wyoming has
gone up 3II.00H In the- last six months,
and not without reason. There are In
the state ten million acres of land
subject to irrifr.it
and cultivation;
the wool clip of the state wns twelve
million dollars in 1907. an.l will be
three millons greater in the current
year, and the government irrigation
work, which Is rapidly tilling the state
with farmers, Is going ahead without
Impediments.
Men Chalice Front.
Warring Slu-i-A new era. seems to have dawned
over the state. The former militant
sheep men. who were constantly at
war with the cattle border and the
farmer, playing the most important
role of all in retarding the settlement
of Wyoming by their warlike attitude,
have changed front. They have begun to realize that pea and alfalfa fed
himbs produce better and more
abundant wool and bring three times
as much on the market as the ordinary range sheep. And it takes farmers to raise alfalfa and field peas.
It l. consequent that the Kden valley opening is attracting the attention
of the Missouri and Kan sum farmer.
The new tract is filed upon under
regulations
and costs
government
(ifty-nin- e
cents an acre as It lie.s. The
settler later secures a perpetual water
right for $30 an acre, this amount
payable in ten years. Never before,
under the Oarey act. has water been
offered so cheaply and It is only the
fact that the irrigation of the undulating prairies is very simple and re
quires no great amount of constructive
work that makes the rate possmie.
Is.
What ami Wliere tlio
The Kden valley project is the
provided for
greatest of twenty-fou- r
in the state. The reservoirs under
construction will water 92,(100 acres
and the balance of the 150,000 will
be supplied from the Uig and Little
Sandv rivers.
Kden villey lies girt on three- sides
by tall mountains, but the tillable
land Itself is prairies, cut off from the
cold winds which sweep greater expanses, and Is In many ways as de
sirable as land might be wanted. The
valley Is twenty mlirs from Rock
Springs, a station on the Union Paaccessible from
cific, and Is
there by stage and vehicle.
.
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MEXICAN

OIL INDUSTRY

IS POTENT FACTOR
Development Hat Ilecn IJniited but
1 id lead's
Enormous Trade When
F.xU-mler- i.

The Mexican
oil Industry promises to become a
great and Important factor 1n the fuel
history of many nations during 1908
Kxperts declare that millions of acres
In the Diaz republic overlie ric'n pools
of petroleum, and foreign countries
are awaiting anxlou.-l- y for liquid fuel
which already is replacing coal at
home and abroad.
The Mexican Petroleum company.
ow ned chiefly In Los Angeles, is one
of the great forces which will open
new oil markets across the water as
Atlantic
well as along the
coast. Pearson & Son, an Knglish
firm, also developing 4n Mexico, will
follow- In spreading the Industry, while
the Standard and other oil companies
are se- uring great tracts of Mexican
lands for the purpose of taking a
hand.
However, the Mexican Petroleum
company, of which K. L. Doheny Is
president. Is father of development
and the great marketing scneme now
under way. In a general way It Te
lates to the construction of loading facilities upon the fiulf of Mexico, the
purchase of tank steamship fleets and
the making of contracts In many parts
of the world.
The company has produced 3,000
000 barrels of oil annually for the
past four years, and owns outright
about 1. 000, 000 acres of land.lt 4.s re
ported.
According to oil officials interested
In Mexico, the product can be secured
d
and sold for 45 cents a barrel on
at great profit. The ri(.h n
pools are tapped at 1,500 feet, while
those of California lie from 3,000 to
4.000 feet under the surface and command a price of 60 cents a barrel Inland up to Jl at port.
With the advantages of cheaper
production, big flowing wells, almost
limitless territory and advantages of
shipment from the gulf. Mexican producers easily are In a position to capture a large part of Atlantic and foreign patronage.
Mexico

City. Feb.

4.

fuel-starv-

-
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If you have Catarrh, rid yourself
of this repulsive disease. Ask Dr.
Shoop of Racine, Wis., to mall you
free, a trial box of his Dr. Shoop's
Catarrh Remedy. A simple, single
test, will surely tell you a Catarrh
truth well worth your knowing. Write
today. Don't suffer longer. All deal- r
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KILLING

0f

WORLD'S
The List Is Long and Many
Countries Are Represented
In Work of Assassins.
The assassination of King Curio
and the crown prince of Portugal
brings to mind especially the atrocious
murder of King Alexander and Queen
Lraga of Servla the night of June 10,
1903, in the royal palace at Belgrade.
Conspirators burst open the door leading to the king's apartments and demanded his signature to a document
containing the statement that by marrying Queen Ilraga he had degraded
Servla and that, therefore, he must
abdicate. The king's answer was to
draw a revolver and kill the leader of
the plot.
At this moment Queen Draga appeared at the door and she and the
king ran from the apartments in their
night clothing, followed by shots from
the soldiers. They ran through he
palace slamming doors behind them,
and reached the roof in safety, but
The king
here they ere overtaken.
stood in front of his consort, facing
his enemies unflinchingly. All rushed
upon the royal pair, firing with their
revolvers as they did ao.
Both the king and queen fell together, locked as they fell In one last
embrace. They were riddled with bullets and died amost instantly.
In addition to these murders the
queen's two brothers were shot at
their homes, as well as Premier Mar- M.
kovltch and his brother-in-laMllkovltz. the minister of the Interior,
and his daughter and the war minister.
The first attempted regicide of the
Nineteenth century was made on
C.eorge II. of Kngland In May. 1S00.
The king was shot at by an unknown
person while he was driving, but was
not injured. The evening of the same
day a lunatic made an attempt to kill
the king In the theater.
The same year, while Napoleon was
first consul, some of his countrymen
determined to get rid of him. A cart
filled with powder was driven to the
street along which Napoleon usually
drove, and one of the conspirators remained to apply the match when
word was received that the first conIt happened,
sul was approaching.
however, that Napoleon's coachman
was under the Influence of wine that
day and drove at such a terrific speed
that he was far beyond the cart when
the explosion came. Twenty unsuspecting persons were killed, however,
wounded.
and fifty-tw- o
Paul I., czar of Russia, was assassinated In his bed one night in 1R01.
but this was the result of a family
plot, not a political one.
One of the most remarkable attempts at king killing was that made
by Joseph Marie Fieschl. a Corslcan,
in 1835. on Louis Philippe of France.
To make certain that his aim did not
fail he constructed an Infernal mabarrels so
chine having twenty-fiv- e
placed as to f send a rain of bullets to

a considerable
In each
barrel he placed four bullets and)
planted the engine of destruction In
a window w hich the
must pass,
The discharge of the weapon caused
the death of forty persons, but the
king was uninjured, although one of
;he bullets went through 'his sleeve.
Queen Isabella II. of Spain was at-- i
tacked while on the way to church
February
1852. Her assailant threw
himself at her feet as If to present a,
petition and then drove a knife Into
her side. She recovered from the
wound, but her assailant, an
was garroted.
King Victor K.nmanuel of Italy was
shot at In 1S.4. and in 1S56 King
Ferdinand of Naples was shot at by a
sollder. Because of this attempt and
many threats Ferdinand
renounced
the crown and fled from Naples.
Napoleon III. was attacked several
times, but escaped injury.
Prince
Hanlel of Montenegro was killed August 13. 1S60, and In the opinion of
many he deserved his fate.
The next assassination was t hut of
President Lincoln by John Wilkes
Booth in Ford's theater in Washington. April l!r, 1S65.
Prince Michael of Servia was killed
in the park of his palace in Belgrade
June 10, 1S8R.
An assassination full of mystery wa
that of Abdul Aziz, sultan of Turkey.
The sultan was a remarkably honest
and progressive ruler for an Oriental,
and this may account for his violent
end. After he had resisted efforts to
make him abdicate he was found dead
in his garden May 29. 1876.
Alfonso, king of Spain, father of
the present ruler, was once shot at in
the Calle Mayor, where the bomb was
thrown at Alfonso XIII.. May 31, 1906.
The bullet missed its mark and the
king rode on wIMiout even turning his
head. The young man who fired the
shot was put to death. The attempt
was made October 25, 1878, a ml another futile attack was made In December of the same year.
Another ruler subject to assassins'
attempt wis Emperor William I. of
Germany. In 18T8 he was attacked
tvvloe. the first time by Emil II. M.
Hoedel, May 11, and the second time
June 2, by Dr. Nobellng. In the latter Instance he was wounded in t'ne
hand, but not seriously.
Alexander II.. czar of Russia, was
blown to pieces with
while driving through the streets of
St. Petersburg March 13. 1881.
President Garfield was shot and
killed by (iulteau In Washington July
2. 1881.
Ouiteau was a disappolnteJ
office seeker.
Since the killing of Garfield there
have been fifteen or twenty assassinations of rulers, many of which are
still fresh In the public mind. These
Include the murder of William
at Buffalo, September 8. 1901,
and the killing of William Goebet,
Democratic claimant for the governor,
ship of Kentucky, January 30, 1900.
Ouoe
Great Power
Portugal, on the Spanish peninsula.
the westermost country In Kurope, is
only a. large as Indiana and has
about as many inhabitants as Pennsylvania, whe-- means, In figures, that
It contains 3.",000 square miles and
has 5.500.000 Inhabitants. Listmn, the
capital, had a population of 400,000
nl;ro-glycer-
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Yet there was a lime when Portupowers;
gal was one of the great
when its flag was carried by a large

merchant marine; when the trade of
the Fast was in its hands and when
all the wealth of the Indies poured
into its capital. Then came a sudden
collapse.
Its outlying possessions
were seized and the kingdom itself
was subjugated.
From that shock it
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loss of their girlith forms
after marriage. The bearing
of children i often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
Ail of this can be avoided,
however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
great liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother' Friend overcomes all the
and carries the expectant mother safely through
danger of child-birtthis critical period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing.
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
use of this wonderful

urugjisis at ?i.uu per
bottle. Our little
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book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent free.
Briafield Reriiator Co.,

Ga.
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remains todav the
has been for the

last t.iree
To a large extent Portugal Is paying the penalty or ancient misfortunes
It happened to be situa;e on the nath
of the awakening commerce that came
with the age of exploration n the Fif
teenth and Sixteenth centuries. Rich
trade fell to It practically by accident.
This produced a fictitious prosperity. For the colonial empire drained
the kingdom of men who could ill be
spared and the proximity of Africa
made slave labor cheap. Hv the mid
dle of the Sixteenth century the agricultural districts were largely in the
care of bondsmen and the count rv'a
vitality was sapped. So it fell an easy
or Spain.
victim to
But the brilliant episode In Its history, lasting for a century, helped de
velop a national life which prevented
amalgamation with the other states of
the peninsula. It had done tiMi much
to lose Its national
With the help of Kngland It regained Its freedom, but Its fictitious glory.
founded on the wealth of the colonies
and not on the character of its citi
zens, could never be restored.
1

'

Tim IVHlugiH-M- Carlos I. was born
1S3, the son of King
queen. Maria Pha. Jle
Amelie, daughter of
d Orleans, on May 22.

DyiuiMty

September

23

Luiz I. and his

married Marie
Philippe. Due

1SK6.

He suc

ceeded to the throne October 19. 1889
The reigning dynasty of Portugal
belongs to the house of Braganzu,
which dates from the end of the
Fourteenth century, when Affonso. an
Illegitimate son of King Joao, or John
I., was created by his father, Count
of Itarcellos, Lord of Gulmaraes, and
by King Affondo V.. Duke of Uragan- za. When the old line of Portuguese
kings, of the house of Avis, became
extinct by the death of King Sebas
tian, and his successor. Cardinal Hen
rique, Philip II. of Spain became king
of Portugal In virtue of his descent
from a Portuguese princess. After
sixty years' union under the same
kings wl'h Spain, the people of Por
tugal revolted an.l proclaimed Dom
Joao, then Duke of Braganza. as their
national king, he being the nearest
Portuguese heir to the throne. The
duke thereuinin assumed the name of
Joao IV.. to which Portuguese historians append the title of "the Restor
er.'' From this Joao the present rul
ers of Portugal are descended. Queen
Maria II., by her marriage with a
prince of Coburg-GothFernando,
Duke of Saxe, united the house of
Braganza with that of the Teutonic
sovereigns. Carlos I.. assassinated
Saturday, was the third sovereign of
Portugal of the line of Ilraganza-C- o
burg.
The fundamental law of Portugal Is
the "constitutional charter" granted
by King Pedro IV., April 29. 1826
and altered by additional
acts In
1852. 1885 and 1 895.
The crown Is
hereditary in the female and male
line, but with preference for the mal
in case of equal birthright. The con
stitution recognizes four powers In
the state, the legislative, the executive,
the judicial and the moderating au
thority, the last of which Is vested in
the oovereign. There are two legislative chambers, the House of peers
and the House of Deputies or Commons, conjunctively called the Cortes
Geraes. Since 1892, members of the
House of Deputies have served with
out i ray. The annual sessions last
three months and fresh elections are
held every four years. In case of dissolution a new parliament must be
called immediately. A committee of
member.) of both houses decides in
case of a conflict, and the king ha
the final decision If the committee
docs not agree.
The executive authority rests, under the sovereign, in a cabinet of seven members, the premier and minister
of the interior, minister of foreign affairs, minister of finance, minister of
Justice and worship, minister of war,
minister of marine and colonies, and
minister of public works, industry
and commerce.
The crown prince, Luiz Philippe,
Duke of Braganza. was born March
a,

21, IS87.

Dollar Savel.
K. S. Loper, of Marllla, N. Y., Bays:
"I am a carpenter and have had
many severe cuts healed by Buck-len- 'j
Arnica Salve. It has saved me
suffering and dollars. It is by far the
ever
best healing salve I
have
found." Heals burns, sores, ulcers,
25c
fever sorej, eczema and piles.
at all druggists.
For style, comfort and durability
buy the Patrician Shoe for ladies. At
Shoe Co. 'a store.
the Siinpler-Clur- k
SiiiTering

uiul

Albu-

querque's largest merchants. Think it over and
decide if it is true.
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ADVERTISE IN

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Issued at an hour
when people have time to read
BUILDINGS.
PROPOSALS FOR
Department of the Interior, Ofllce of
Indian Affairs. Washington, D.C.Jan.
10, 1908, Sealed Proposals, plainly
marked on the outaide of the envelope "Proposals for Buildings, San
Juan School, N. M.," and addressed
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Washington, D. C. will be received at the Indian Office until 2
o'clock p. m., February 18, 1908, for
furnishing materials and labor to
construct school building and hospital at the San Juan school. New
Mexico, in atrlct compliance with the
plan and specifications which may
bo examined at this office,
the offices of the New Mexican, Santa Fe,
N. M.; Citizen. Albuquerque, N. M.;
Durango, Colo.;
Herald,
Evening
Builder and Contractor, Los Angelea.
ExCalif.; Builders and Traders
changes, St. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis,
Minn., Omaha, Nebr.j Northwestern
Manufacturers' Association, St. Paul,
Minn.; U. S. Indian Warehouses at
Chicago, 111.. St. Louis, Mo., Omaha,
Nebr., and at the school. For further information apply to Wm. T.
Shelton, Supt., Shlprock, N. M. C. F.
LARRABEE, Acting Commissioner.
o

AND CI1IHOPO
DIST
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors apposite the Alvarado and next door tc
Hturge--i'
to s;'"
cafe. Is prepared
thorough scalp treatment, do hJ
dressing, treat corns, bunions and
She gives rnasssg
nails.
Mrs
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of com
up
skin
plexlon cream builds
and
the
improves the complexion, and is
guaranteed not to be Injurious. Sh
also prepares a hair tonic that cure
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
Ing out; restores life to dead hair
removes moles, warts and superflaout
hair. Massage treatment by vlbratu
machines. For any blemish of th
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
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J. D. Eaktn, President
G. Oloml, Vice President.

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachecht, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
MEI.INI

Successors to
EAKIN,
BACIIECIII
WHOLKMALK DKALKRm IN

ad

&

GIOMI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt Lp rirythtng In ttoek
f oi7c tht
llave

beien appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fop Joa. 8.
fehlltx. Urn. fonip aodHC Louis A. H. C. Breweries: Yelleatone,
.recn River. W. II. Mo Brayer's rVrtar Brook, Louis) Hunter T. J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
rj'l.f!"11. the 'ral"ht rtlcle a received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries In the United. States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only.

2

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

MALL. Proprietor
Iron snd Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and
Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Lumber
Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
mopmlrm on Mining mna mill M monitory m Bpoolmlty
,
Foundry- east side of- railroad track.
in.,.- -,
it.t , JXX,
niuuucilua,
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rax Flintkote Hoofing

alamogordFwants

First and Marqwtte

Alfecqaerqoe, New Mexico

COAL

Cough Kwnedjr a Fa.
vorlto.
Cough
"We prefer Chamberlain's
Remedy to any other for our chil- AMERICAN BLOCK.
dren," says Mr. L. J. Woodbury of
).
GEUKILLOS LUMP.
Alamogordo, N. M., Feb. 4
Twining, Mich.
"It has also done
At a meeting of the congregathe work for us in hard colds and
tion of the Presbyterian church here croup,
and we take pleasure In recthe Rev. John Meeker, who has been ommending
It." For sale by all drug- Furnace,
supply for two years, was unanimousgists.
Mixed.
ly invited to remain as supply for the
current year.
Nat.
CLEAN (US POKE.
Mr. J. A. McKay of Duncan, Okla.,
SMITHING COAL
has purchasej the Alamogordo hotel
NATIVE KIXDLXNG.
from the Alamogordo Improvement
FOR
CA&U ONLY.
ompany.
Brlegel will
Mr. and Mrs. John
leave shortly for their new home in
California.
TELEPHONE It.
The Bar Cross Cattle company will
put in a large reservoir on their ranch
west of the San Andreas mountains.
11,
Mr. J. E. Click ha the contract.
The management of the Alameda
park of Alamogordo Is advertising for
a male cinnamon bear. Anyone havY
ing such an animal for sale is reUP- - TO - DATE
TYLE
quested to write the park managers.
AT COST l'RICES
John DeMier, secretary of the
Ladle
Tailoring a no
Commercial club, has gone to Silver
City, where he will appear before the
Oratamaklng
Presoyterian committee on sanitarium
I'OIl A DELIGHTFUL SUPPER
with a flattering proposition from this Try some rolls of our baking. Deplace.
licious? Well, hundreds of people In
flrlppe is sweeping the country. town not only think so but know so.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Stop It with Preventlcs, before it gets Our rolls of several kinds to please
deeply seated. To check early colds different people are
light, crisp
MVFHY. SALE. FR;i AND
with these
little Candy Cold Cure
MT.tBLKS.
Tablets is surely sensible and safe. and tasty. Suppose you give us an
Preveiities contain no Quinine, no order for so many a day for a trial Horses and Mules Bought
and Exlaxative, nothing harsh or sickening. week.
changed.
Pneumonia would never appear If
early colls were promptly broken.
BEST TOUItNOUTS IN TUB CITj
Also gooj for feverish children. Large
box. 4S tablets, 25 rents. Vest pocket
8econd Street between Central aa'
boxes 5 cents. Sold by all dealers.
207 South First St.
Copper Avenue.
CliaiulH-rluin'-

Makes Haltering Offer to Presbyter.
Iiiii
Oilier Xtnvs of Busy Town.
(Hmj-clul-

ANTHRACITE

WOOD

W.

HAHN

& CD,

MILLINER

MISS CRANE

Pioneer Bakery,

PAOfl FOUR

ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

CITIZEN.

ti:sh.y. n iuh aiiy

A VACATION AND REST
THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR
No difference what has brought you to New Mexico health, recreation,
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

StUSCKlrTION IIATES

rr

by mall In advance
One
Doe month by mall
One month by carrier within city limit

$5.00
50
60

Entered mm Mvund-rlao- s
matter at tlio rowtoffloo of Albuquerque, N. M.,
more Ac ol uungroMi or March S, 187t.
Tb only iriiiMtrntod dally newspaper In New Mciloo and the boot ad'
vertlstag medium of tlio Southwest,

AIvBlTQUEnQlTC

CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job denntncnt In New Mexico.
The, latex report by Associated Vmm ami Auxiliary New
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committee.

ItEIU'llMCAN

CENTRAL

A meeting of the member

of the Republican Territorial Central
Committee of the Territory of New Mexico, Is hereby called, to be
held at the Commercial club at Albuquerque at 10 o'clock a. m.t on V
the 18th day of February, A. D. 1908, for the purpose of designating
the time and place for the holding of a territorial convention, which
convention will be held for the purpose of selecting delegates to rep- resent the territory of New Mexico at the next national republican
convention, which has been called to meet at Chloago during the
month of June next for the purpose of naming a candidate for presl- - V
dent and for vice president of the United States; and said meeting of
the territorial central committee Is called for the purpose, also, of f
transacting such other business as may be properly brought up at said If
meeting. The apportionment and method of selecting delegates from
each of the various counties will be arranged and provided at said
meeting.,
1(
A full attendance and every member of the committee is request- - 4
ed to be present.
Proxies will be recognized when held by persons 9
residing In the same county wherein the member giving such proxy It
resides.
f
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H. O. UURSUM.

Chairman.

S

ttttttuut o iti uiTttuttttii tn
C. V. SAFFORD. Secretary.

Iftafte Homes on tfte

ancl

(Everybody should realize by this time what the coming of the National
Irrigation congress to New Mexico means for this territory. As an advertising
feature alone, it will be worth more than all the advertising thai this territory
has ever done.
The attention that Is already being attracted to the southwest by this
congress. Is aptly shown by the following editorial which appeared In a recent edition of "The Earth," a Santa Fe publication Issued In Chicago and
having a large circulation:
The' results secured through the organization, sixteen years ago, at Salt
LAke City, of the National Irrigation congress, have been manifest to all who
have kept In touch with the magic growth of semi-ari- d
America.
It may be
aald that the great development of the arid section of bur country, practically,
began with the organization of the National Irrigation congress.
No great
projects had, at that time, been undertaken.
largely, through the work of
the Irrigation congrens, the eyes of the nation were turned toward the arid
west.
The whole world has been convinced that what was known as the
Great American Desert is a myth; that in tne arid regions there la a soil so
rich In productiveness that It cannot be surpassed In any portion of the
United States. The sessions of the congress have brought about a public
opinion that resulted in the passage of the National Reclamation act. the
greatest statute, in favor of the home unit, provided for by any national law.
alnce the homestead act was passed during the stormy days of rebellion.
The National Irrigation congress has but one definite object in
view its expressions are a reflection of public sentiment as found in the
west, and its voice Is heard In the councils of the nation and crystallized into
law, from time to time, as laws become necessary.
The enlightened public
opinion, emanating from the deliberations of the National Irrigation congress,
ha great force with those public servants under the Reclamation act. who
are engaged in carrying out its provisions and building the numerous projects,
which will add millions to the wealth of the nation.
Make homes on the
land, is the slogan of the National Irrigation congress, and the dellberatloni
of previous congresses are a demonstration of the effectiveness of the counsel
The sixteenth session of the National Irrigation congress, at Albuquerque
this year, will undoubtedly be the greatest and most Important In the history
of the National Irrigation movement, and the manner In w hich New Mexican
are. thus early, taking hold of the details of the management of so important
gathering, Is but a forerunner of the results that will be obtained. In calling
the attention of the world to the great south western portion of our country.

u

The editor of the Roff (Okla.) Eagle mut be a married man.
He prints
in his newspaper: "listen to your wife," says the (governor of
Evidently this is Intended for the man who coolly turns
North Carolina.
over and goes to sleep before the lecture is half over.

the following

The meanest man does not live In Albuquerque any more.
He was
found in Denver yesterday when he poured water n the sidewalk, let It
freeze and then sat by the window and laughed when his neighbor came along
and did a "chute the chutes" stunt.
Herbert Knox Smith, commissioner of corporations, urges publicity as the
treat wtij m jjitttrui i iinpntu
ll Hill H loe list- - oj liilltulK puuilLliy so
ll.
long as Roosevelt is president.
Nobody ever accused him of saying his say.

The Albuquerque man with the contented look is the merchant
who
keeps a standing ad In The Citizen.
You can tell the man who advertises
by his looks and his bank account.
Two convicts escaped Sunday from the Leavenworth prison In Kansas,
Needless to say. the guards did not pursue
armed with sticks of dynamite.
them with too great a nest.
There have been e'ktlit weddings among the young people of Santa Fe
within the pat few norths. As a result t lie ''.ipitiil City is getting rather
of girls.

There ate a whole lot of women who will wish th' V were the widows of
Civil war veterans, now that the general pension hill is becoming a reality.

Jerry Simpson

of Kansas would not be eligible to membership
V gas.
Jerry never w oi ,. ho-Ituniero ll ise company of

the
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the following amusing bull: "Just lnvau-he woi't bite.
Some people are tin- same vay."
oft'

The man who wants to have bis bread buttered hut who rt fu.- churning, easily conns under the healing of an undesirable citi.eii.

Since the
has sent for a

as.- f.-
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It don't look like hard times In Albuquerque when an automobile man
here selling autos like .some people sell groceries.

There is a grow ing suspicion tliut Kvelj
to visit Harry in thc asylum at all events.
This

turkeys

In

n

Thaw is also insane.

is

She went

tiie evening when the Kiilghls of Columbus will initiate
approved ttie.

is

li

a

Like lhe drop in the price ef diamonds, the grand opera war
York. doesn't after! the common geezi r greatly.

RUGS

ANY

Acorn Range

6-Ho-

$3500

Farming

Implements

Walking

Harrow, Cultivators; Hay
Buckeye Mower the atroogest and most
especially
Se market at thc

ScoLclkSteel
Improved

;?nta7?fWiro5.

s""lebaker

Wagons the only kind

Mcintosh hardware
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Convenience - Comfort - Security

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

'

PRICE MEANS LITTLE

M
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Simpier-Clar-
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Cream Daklnn

Powder for nearlv
half a century has been
giving thc people pure
food long before a pure
food law was thought out
for cither state or nation.

i

1
fT

KKhA V

Made from grapes

No Alum

No

(Continued From i'usv One.)
"Tiie Walsh case, w'aich resulted
in the conviction of the aged banker
John it. Walsh, was one of the hardest fought cases I have ever been
concerned in. Mr. Walsh is a man
To years old, who rose to a position
of wealth and prominence from a
newsboy in the streets of Chicago.
The ease bad many pithetic features
was a most trying one. The evidence, however, was veiy plnii and
Mr. Walsh w ;s found guilty."
Speaking of New Mexico. Mr. S ins
declared that he was heartily In favor of the admission of this territory S
to he I'nion.
"New .M'Vioi will make on,, of the
greatest st,ii,.s 1,, the country when
admrtci," lie sail, "and has every
qualification for statehood.
I
have
been

pare and healthful.

Phosphates.

Chemical tests show that alum baking
powaers leave uncnangea alum, an
Uiiunous metallic acid, la the lood.
Be on your (rnard. Alum pow
aers may De Known oy tbetr
price iu or zse a ID.,
or one ceni an
ounce.
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The MONTEZUMA GROCERY Co.

Dr. Price's

a few

"He thankful for what you have but kn p hammering for more," Is the
ay we do it In America.

3

I
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t'oii of King Carlos, it is said the Kmperor of Russia
none Cus.- - h kskis to guard his palace.

as-ip-

FURNITURE,

INVESTIGATE

The man who attends to his own business cod lets h,s neighbor do the
same, will some diy have mm - business than he e.in attend to- - but It will till
be his own.

A K

BLOCK

le
Aldernmn Wllkerson made a mo- TO lion that the city attorney be ill
COUNCIL
DECIDES
In our stock
s' riicte,) to draw up nn ordinance
Sp0t Cash
compelling the naloons of the city to
keep the fronts of their ulaces open
in Sunday, the first dav of the week.
He said that while he believed that
the sheriff's office and the police de
partrnent were trying to enforce the
law, he was sure that the officers
f7
would be better able to do their du
ties If the blinds of the saloons were
down so that their view
Into
the
(Continued from Pose One.)
place would be unobstructed.
t tie recommendation
of Alder'n
Hihealth ami the protection of the man Harrison, a liquor license was
city from epidemic disease.
granted Ijorenzo Grady for a saloon to
The complaining persons respectbe conducted at the corner of Copper
fully submit to the city council that avenue and Third street.
the ordinance should be so amended
Want Eire Station
Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City
as to relieve Individuals froni the
City Clerk Lee
a petition for
payment of such charges, and that a fire station on theread
Highlands, signed
the city, ll. i'.ie form of ulary or oth- by nil the people on the Highlands
DEALERS: We especially desire to call your attention to our large line of
erwise, should compensate the city and part of the people on the lowphysician for this class of work, and lands using the words of the clerk.
PriScUlHyv,P WS'
Disc
they submit herewith the draft of a City Attorney Hlckey, who appeared
proposed ordinance to accomplish for the people on the Highlands, obthat purpose.
jected to the
hist words, but
They further ask that full Investi- explained that clerk's
any of the people
SJJS?ieK
gation be made by the clly council on the lowlands if had signed
Alfalua ?leldsA
the peor by the city Hoard of Health, un
tition It was because they owned propder the direction of the council, as erty on the Highlands.
to the official action of the city phy
m
A committee appointed at a previ
sician hereinbefore complained of in ous meeting of the council reported
detail.
Prices the Lowest
that It had considered several sites.
Quality the Best
All of which Is respectfully submit
Including the library building. Mayor
ted.
Write
for
Trices and Descriptive Catalogues.
McKee said that J. S. Raynolds, who
FRANK W. CLANCY,
gave the building to the city, would
Attorney for Complainants.
oppose it being used as a fire house
Onirts Invest ign tion
No definite action was taken in the
Dr. Cams answered the petition by matter.
stating that he courted an investiga
Man of Many Ofliccs
tion and called the attention of the
On the recommendation of Alder
Wholetala and Retail
council to a note at the bottom of man
the office of health Inhis monthly report addressed to the spectorDearnard
Quier
was
created
Frank
and
council nsking for such an investiga was appointed to the job. City At
tion. He also stated that with refer torney Hlckey was Instructed to draw
ence to the statement made In the pe up an ordinance covering
HASKKT HAIL A. 11. S. VS. II
the duties
tition that he had at first asked Pete
N. M. AT CASINO,
Inspector
FFJ. 5, 8
Oullllnn of the Savoy hotel $K,0 for of health
O'CIAH-K- .
DANCi: AFTKIl THE
GIVE US A CHANCE
the fumigation of his place, thai (iuil-llo- n
I
that I might talk with all CiAMK. ADMISSION S5 CF.XTS.
requested him to make the charge slek wish
ones about the actual cause of
To figure on that bill of lumber.
$1"i0 so that he (Oulllion) could get
Tf.O IjATK TO CLASSIFY.
Stomach,
and Kidney ailments.
Hachechl to pay the f T '. Dr. Curtis To expluinHeart
Our lumber comes from our own
W.V.Vl'KD A gentle" delivery horse.
person
how
weak
in
lenled that he threatened to rai.je
mills located In the best body of
Call at 117 West ('.old avenue.
nerves lead to Stomach
the charge made for the fumigation Stomach
timber in New Mexico.
S A I.K
weakness. I am sure would Interest
?n pairs
pigi-ontine
of the Occidental building as stated In all. And It Is the same with weak FOR
A large stock
of dry spruce
condition. Lyle. 21 S South Second.
the petition. Dr. Kauffman said that Heiirts or weak Kidneys. This Is why
dimension on hand. Why not buy
WAXTKI)
Oirl for general househe was with Dr. Cams when the lat- my prescription
Dr. Snoop's Restothe best when it is Just a cheap T
work, family or two. Call at from
ter talked to Dr. Wilson and did not rative- so promptly reaches ailments
It will pay you to look Into this.
10 a. m. to 2:3U p. m.
Mrs. D. S.
hear Cams make any Mich statement. of the Stomach, Heart and Kidneys.
Kostiiwald, 716 V. Copper avenue.
Dr. Wilson, who was among the .spe- It Is wrong to drug the Stomach or
ctators, stepped into the center of the stimulate the Heart
or Kidneys.
FFF.'S
RIO GRANDE LUMBbK GO.
room and said that Dr. Cams did These weak inside nerves simply XAI1'OX'S1IO.MF MA UK CANDIES.
STORE.
IHrJ
threaten him. not at the time Dr. need more strength.
My Restorative
Cor. 3rd and Marquette
Hlack cat stockings.
Kauffman referred to, hut at another is the only prescription
The brand
made exgives absolute satisfaction
In
time.
pressly for these nerves. Next to see- that
Coinmlttco Itcimrtg
ing, you personally, will be to mall wear, lit and price. All sizes for
The committee appointed at the you free, .my new booklet entitled, men, women and children. Prices run
previous se.sslon, composed of the city "What To Do." I will also send the from 12 V to nOc. For sale at C.
physician and Street Commissioner book today. It will surely Interest May's Shoe Store. 314 West Central
TIerney, to look for a suitable location you. Address Dr. Snoop. Mox 8, Ra- avenue.
for a detention hospital, reported fa- cine, Wis, All dealers.
Kodnl is a scientific nrenaratlon of
vorably upon the site of the present
acids with natural digest- pest house. A motion by Alderman
I want you to know how
much vegetable
Hanley that the owners of the prop Chamberlain's Salve has done for me. ants and contains the same juices
The telephone makes the
erty be wen at once also included a it has cured my face of a skln dis- found In a healthv stomach. Each
The
preserves
telephone
will digest more than
3.000
provision for, the securing of bids ease of almost twenty years' standing. dose
lighter,
duties
grains
cares
the
your
good
less
of
food.
Sold
bv
health,
prolongs your life
J. H.
from contractors for the erection if I have been treated by several as
a reinforced building for the si'.e. Mr. smart physicians as we have In this O'HIelly Co.
and
the
worries
fewer.
and protects your home.
Hanley added tlmt the council should ' country and they did me no good, but
Our shh t and rollnr vorfc !s per
get a building that could not be easily two boxes of this salve has cured me. fect.
Our
FINISH" l
Griffin, Troy, Ala. the proper "IMMESTIC
Mrs. Fannie
carried away. Plans for an up-tYOU NEED A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME.
thing. We lead others
date detention hospital w ere exhibited Chamberlain's Salve is for sale by all follow.
druggists.
before the council.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
Meyers Wants pay
Kmyaomxim&mxmomKimcmomcmo m o3axj33aKi5KJj-)jjJJ- j
.InpniHve House Passes Tax Rill
Among the bills to come before the;
Toklu.
Feb. 4. After a debate
council was one from M. F. Meyers WAS A WALKING
which lasted five hours the bills pro
of 004 South Third street for ti':. til),
viding for an Increase of taxation on
which Mr. Meyers wiys Is the value
GENERAL STORE sugar, sake, alcohol, beer and kero
of bedding which was taken from his
sene were passed today in the House
house with a .smallpox patient and
of Iiet. The government had a ma
Quality Alone Renders the Verdict
for which he never received any re
Itecnuse he couldn't give a rea- jority of S4 members.
muneration. The bill was referred to sonable
pocket
excuse for having
Masahlsa Matsuda, acting minister
Embody the fullest possible
the city board of health.
books. Jewelry and ladies' stockings of finance, stated that the increase Is
Want u Uirht
measures of elegant appearand bivause he could not show any absolutely necessary, and he believes
A petition was read from residents means of support except by selling
ance, of comfort and ease.
the people will be willing to pay it.
of the vicinity of Stover avenue and the mentioned goods, which he was
There's no question about it,
First street requesting that a street doing when taken Into custody. Homlight be placed at that corner. The er Owens was sent to the county Jail
yoursooe
expenditure will be
CONVICTED
petition was referred to the fuel, light this morning on the charge of vamost economically placed by
and water committee.
grancy for thirty days. In the mean
Selecting Patrician Shoes. Price
lime his record will be investigated.
imsc to I 111 lids
STANDARD OIL IS
93. SO and 94. OO

" . It Is said that the members of the Sigma fiat of the University won't
.apeak to the young men of that Institution. A recent girls' party and some
Aliasing refreshments tell the tale.

iorl

F. H. STRONG
STRONG

sport or observation you w ill like The Valley Itnnch, nt Pecos, N. M. Everybody doe?, ami the reasons is ohvlous.
There you And typical ranch life
with the privation cut nut,
There you can rest, rend, walk, ride, drive,
shoot, fish, trap, or Junt Pimply loaf, and no one will bother you.
They
have everything you could need on such on outlntf, from cattle and
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
Most picturesque scenery,
beautiful roads and paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; pood horses, tents,
cabins or houses, tine board and last and best of all, a Jolly good crowd
ladies and gentlemen.
AMI VOI' CAN'T SI'KM) MOItK TIIN NINE WHXAKS A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The IMtizen office, or address Valley
Ranch, Pecos, N. M.

-

Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIKST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

CAMj FOll MEKTIXti OE THE TKItttlTOIUAlj

!.

rr

ALnrQlEKQrK cittzen IS:
Tlie lead Ins Repiibll-ninlly and weekly newspaper of the Snutliwewt.
The advocate of Republican principles and tlio "Sqiuro Heal."
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impi
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much

as

was

Sec-

retary (lafiield. by wliat
saw here.
The trouble is that th- - people or the
east ,o not Know what you have in
Vew Mexico
This territory is one
of the oldest, richest and most law
abiding- parts of tin- country. 1 was
ania.eil at the way In which the people have dexelope,) the country, the
farms and the homes that I found on
I
all sides.
hae met many of the
Mexican people, and
like them.
They nr.- intelligent, all whom 1 met
spoke Knglish as well as I do and
they are marly nil property owners
I Intend to
in large or small degree.
spend at least a month each year

hereafer

in New

Mexico.

The

cli-

the most delightful I ever
saw. It makes quite a contrast from
the cold winds and the snow of Illinois. Albuquerque U a modern city
and I predict u great future for this
section of New Mexico. If I can do
anything to aid the statehood cause,
I will do so with pleasure."
mate

Is

COPPER

A NO

THIRD

Complete and Unexcelled Line of Groceries
Direct Importers of Italian Goods,
Lucca Olive Oil, Macaroni, etc.

New Store

:

Fresh Stock Best Brands
:

LORENZO GRADI, Prop.

PHONE 1029

WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

Gty.

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
family Trade Solicited.

Telephone 1036, and
Goods will be Delivered at once

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New Tables, and First Class Treatment

CRADJ & GIANNINL
tOO South

Props.

First Street

sa

Tl KslHY.

ALBUQUERQUE

KKHIU AUY 4, 1908.

MES1LLA VALLEY FARMStVVELL

REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

TO

SEND

pro-

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

J. H. O'Rielly,

Joshua S. RaynolcU,

Scc'y and Gen. Mgr.

President.

FILL

rWE

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

TO

AVE-KU-

BANK

E

OF

COMMERCL.

.

cymomomcmocmomcimomomomcMO
"OLD RELIABLE."

omcmomcmcmcomcmomrmomomcs
ESTABLISHED 1872.

"

city.
Mr. Snow says that the people of
the Mesilla valley are intensely Interested in the success of the coming

congress and exposition.
"We recognize, said Mr. Snow, "the
great value to our people t lint will
come through the holding of this con
gress and the exhibition of New Mex
ico products. The Mesllla valley will
have one of the most extensive exhibitions at the congress. We have alFLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
ready set about the growing of vari
ous sorts of exhibition varieties and
Carries the largest and Most Inclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
the SouthweM.
the faculty of the Agricultural college
Is lending us most valuable assistance.
Our onion exhibit will attract world
AND
wide attention.
"Inasmuch as the valley Is under
is known as the Elephant Hutte
what
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
RAILROAD AVENUE.
project of the reclamation service we
o
symbolize the
have determined
main feature of our exhibit by the
erection of a monster elephant standFur UlMMimnMc Sufferers.
ing upon a butte. This piece of decpaln
afforded
quick
from
relief
The
oration for our exhibit will be about
by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
twenty-riv- e
feet high and will be built
ninketi it a favorite with sufferers
red and the BerAustralian
of
the
sciatica,
lame
rheumatism.,
from
muda onion. We will electrify the elback, lumbago, and fleep seated and
ephant with the colors of the congress
For sale by all
muscular p;ilns.
and a sight of the mammoth will
druggists.
There will Im a nieetins "f the Ply electrify visitors. You can look for
mouth Men's c!0b at the church
the largest attendance of Mesilla valTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
ley people for any event ever occurI'rofessor F. A. Jones returned ring in New Mexico. We will probfrom l)enver today and will leave to- ably use Pullman cars and come In a
special train. We are getting togethnight for El Paso.
SI. IjoiiIs Wool Market.
er some very attractive advertising
steady;
Spelter
4.
St. Louis, Feb.
Try Itlchelleu Ketchup.
matter and are going to do our best
$4.
The
Benevolent so- to show the world that in the southciety will meet tomorrow afternoon ern Kio lrande valley we have the
St. Ixmis Wool Market.
paradise of the southwest."
V.
St. Louis, Feb. 4. Wool steady; at i o'clock at the ofllce of F.
Mr. Snow expects to leave for his
Clancy.
unchanged.
home this evening and is extremely
Richelieu Coffee none better.
Xew York .Metal Market.
pronounced in hia statements that the
quiet
4.
'Lead
New York, Feb.
Mesllla valley will carry off almost all
yesterThe rain of last nlirht
$11.65 lit 4.7 ; lake copper quiet, 13
day extended to the Pacific coast, the prizes offered at the exposition.
; silver 05 V4c.
(a li
turning to snow in (ha higher altiStop
that tickling Cough! Dr.
tudes.
Xmv York Money Market.
Cough Cure will surely stop
Shoop's
M. 11. Sabln, of the llrm of Erick-so- n It.
Now York, Feb. 4. Money on call
and with perfect safety, it Is so
& Sabln, merchandise
easy 1 (fi 2 per cent.
brokers, thoroughly
harmless, that Dr. Shoop
Prime mercantile paper 5 lift1 6 per returned to the city this morning tells mothers to use nothing else even
w
from El Paso, here he spent a week. with very young babies. The wholecent.
A Brand concert will be Riven at some green leaves and tender stems
Market.
PhmIihv
Cliimiro
mountainous shrub
Wheat .May 1)5 !4 f,i : July !t37. the First Presbyterian church on the of a lung healing
evening of February 18. The best furnish the curative- properties to Dr.
May 61; July 59Vi.
Corn
musical talent of the city has been Shoop's Cough Cure. It calms the
Oats May 50 ' ; July 44.
cough, and heals the sensitive bronsecured for this occasion.
V,k Feb. $11. fiH; May $12.2'l.
No
opium, no
chial membranes.
Lard Feb. $7.45; May $7.67 H.
olives,
Itichelieu
the best on any chloroform, nothing harsh used to
Ribs May $6.67i; July
market.
Injure or suppress.
Demand Dr.
1. S. Liner has been promoted from
Shoop's. Take no other. All deul- t'lileitK" l.lvesto-kreceipts, the office of traveling auditor to chief
Chlcnirn, Feb. 4. t'attle
lleeve $3.60
elerk to tlenerul Agent T. K. I'urdy
5.500. .Market
NOTKi: I (111 ITBMCWTION.
Mr. Uoyt left last
6.15: cows and heifers $ .70 fr 4.60; vice It. W. lloyt.
Cb
'M)ftv
4.00;
calves
niKht for El Paso.
Texans $3.30
Department of the Interior, I .and of
7.011;
westerns $3.7oii 4.fi"; stockers
The dental firm of Copp & petiit
fice ut Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17,
and feeders 2.nr 4. tin.
enlarging their offices in the Ar
liiOS.
Market are
Sheep receipts 12. nun.
building.
Installing an additional
No. ice is hereby given that Juan
$3.25 mijo
strong to 10c higher.
chair to meet the demand of Hilario I. ope., of Cubero. N. M., has
5i.65; yearlings $4.i'0'ii 5.60: lambs dental
their growing business.
tiled notice of his Intention to make
$5.2iK( 7.25 ; westerns $ 5. no 'n 7.25.
proof In suport of his
J. A. Davis, one of the chief officials final
No.
Xew York Slxk.
Entry
of the Pullman comjitiny, with head- (lain, viz: Homestead
72
Atchison
quarters
in Chicago, is in the city on 63ns. made April 17. 1901, for the
S7
Preferred
a visit to his son, E. A. Davis, local E'i SE'4. Section 34. Township 11
Hfi'i inspector for the company.
New York Central
X.. Itange S W., and that said proof
11'.'
Pennsylvania
utll be made before George II. Pradt,
you
F.
F.
7
See
Trotter whenever
Southern Pacitie
3'i
I. S. Commissioner, at Laguna, N
get
groceries.
best.
You'll
the
121 H need
Union Pacific
M.. on March 16. 1908.
&2
Preferred
He names the following witnesses
W. E. Murrcll. who has charge of
Amalgamated Copper
514 the tdlue department at the (luldcii to prove his continuous residence
.
2S'-V. S. S
Kule Dry (iouil.t company's store, left upon, and cultivation of. the land.
93
Preferred
last night for Dallas, Tex&H. on re- viz:
Jose Abelta, Vlctorino Montario.
ceipt of a telegram announcing the
Kansas City I.UoskmU.
(jorgonlo Flfueron, M. T. Otero, all
serious illness of his mother.
Kansas City, Feb. 4. Cattle
i). A. Iarrazolo, attorney at law of Cubero. N. M.
11.000. Market strong. SouthMANUEL It. OTERO,
ern steers $3. SOW 5.10; .southern cows of l.as Vegas, is registered at the
Register.
$2.75 ft 3.75 ; stacker
and feeders Aharailo. Mr. I..iria.oo was defeat$3.25ffl4.70; bulls $3.00 'it 4.20; calves ed for delegate to congress while a
Itids will be received up to and in$3.50ii6.00; western steers $2. HOW candidate on the democratic ticket cluding Feb. 4th
for the setting up
at the la.- -t territorial election.
5.40; western cows $ 2.75 (if 4.50.
of (he Herman ! e Ensign Fountain
receipts 6.000.
Sheep
Market
Kicheiieu line canned pineapples at at the intersection of Ikust Centra!
strong. Muttons $ 4.50 ff 5.60
lambs the Puchelieu.
avenue and Hroadway. in this city.
$4.75Tr
$6 25 6.'.n; range wethers
A special meeting ef the V. C. T 1n
accordance with plans in the
6.25; fed ears $4 25'IiT.nn.
WednesU. will be held tomorrow
hands of the city engineer.
day afternoon for work, at the home
(iiV). P. IE NA ;D.
of Mrs. McSpttdden, 30J South Broadhalrtnan 'omuiittee.
way. Members and friends are urged
to attend, as there is business which

B, PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FREIGHT WAGONS

FARM

a0CK000X3X3eX0

Itcllevinit that her lone los; Bon I
somewhere In New Mexico. Mrs. Martin HinRle of Detroit, Mich., ha. writ-ti- n
The C'tlzeu a letter a.k'.ng for aid
in the hunt.
Arthur Ulngle, for that is his name,
left home one winter's nielli two
years ano, and all during tliene two
lone years she ha kept up the hunt
In the cltie of the east nnd west. She
has a mother's hopes that her boy still
lives. The letter Is ns follows:
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 30, 1908.
To the Editor of The Cltlaen:
Dear Sir Will you be kind enouR.i
to put this little boy's description In
your paper ns It may assist me to locate him. Ills name Is ATthur Mingle.
Ho left home on January 13.
1906. His age was 13. height 4 feet
He has
10 inches when he left home.
brown eyes, light brown hair and
fair complexion. Mad a very slight
scar over temple and had a habit of
grinding his teeth, which caused the
lower ones to be ground down. Me
had great Idea of traveling nnd I
thought through your kindness you
could help me to locate him. as he
is only 15 years of age now. Perhaps
his long dlsapjearance from home
mny make him afraid to come hack.
Me has been gone two long years now.
Hoping you will do the best you
can. Any Information address Mrs.
208
Champlaln
Martin H. Mingle.
street. Detroit. Mich.
Please have other papers copy.
BERNALILLO

PERSONAL
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LET THE BITTERS

be done.
exMr and Mrs Joseph
leave this veiling for CaliforThai it is just the medicine to restore pect
your appetite, aid digestion, open up il.e nia on a month's pleasure trip. After
eloe-ifebowels and make vcui si roll;.' returning to the city In March, when
has done so in thou- Mr. Harnett anil Carl Hoffman proand robust an'uin.
pose to open a new billiard ha'l on
sands of otlu r eai s. One buttle of
arid Mrs. llarnet'
Second street. M
41
will leave for Europe i ti will '.raw!
,
S.S .

PROVE TO YOU

mu.--t

P.u-i.ct-

1

Hostetter's

Stomach
Bitters

ft

will lie uff iiient
to demonstrate its
wonderful merit.

iUOSUTTri,;.
'
L'Vri STOMACH
"w
.

V,." J

it "I '

.

a, ul lull,- - Lacked
In a S4 years record
of cures -- !,oiM appeal to every sick
man ami woman.
It cures aiid pre-

vents
i

ilMitli

iViltl

fT;

fcr-

II

-

IXizst'i

J
V

ft:?;- -

Mfn Ann a.
mniiGua
r r I
m

KUS1I1S1IBS3.

Malaria.
Fever and Ague.

lry

uYlav.

it without

.

for

a

1

year.

Mrs. J. ,T. Hell, wife of the secretary
of the New Golden Hell mining company operating In the Itosedale rl
died at S o'clock last evening ot
711 Marb'e avenue, leaving a child
six months old. The wuman"s mother
and husband were present at the end.
Mrs. Fisher came to Albuquerque
about three weeks ago for medical
treatment.
Willi irn de Hrail. the mm who attempt, I suicide in the Williams drug
..nre yesterday morning by swallowing a bichloride tablet, awoko late
yes'erday afternoon from the stupor
which followed his close call to going over the great divide, and shaking himself, left the pallet on which
he hoi hevn lying In the drug store
and walkej to the police headquir-tt- s
He was given a bed at the city
budding last night and will probably
be a charge of the city for several
das or until he fully recovers.

XlixirsfScima
CIpqusos tlu System K factually; Dispel s 1 4ilil.s and Head-a- t
lits tluo to (.oust i nation;
Acts, naturally, utti
us
a Laxntu c.
IWforM enVamrn and Children -- yoiiiuj and Old.
1ii jvt its Jlrnefu Jul Effects
Always Luv the (tpiiuuip vJiicli
luis ine jull naino oj the Company

CALIFORNIA
Ho Srnup Co.

it ii manufactured printed on the
front ofrvery package.
SOLD BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS,
one me only, regular price 50p.' bottle.

by whom

.

I

A

mi

rate Mi

to.

equip- - g

is now mny

ALBERT FABER

UP

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

com

08-31-

GOOD SIGHT

Arrangements for the Knights of
'oliirnbus birthday party, which Is to
take place at the Klks' opera house
tonight, are computed.
Arrangements have been mude for IJOu quests.
All three of the Klks' laige halls on
the second floor wil1 be used. The
affair will open at V3n o'clock witfi
i ar P
In the Mlks' lodne room.
The
game will lie progres--land honors
will be given all the successful players.
The hamiiiet will be served at
a o'clock a .1 dari. t'is- w i'l follow the
large turkeys will
feast. Thir
be a feature .f the sin. a I. The affair
Is to cel. ra te Mie sixth anniversary
..f the '..dgn
s
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Central,
C. H. Carries, Oph. D. 114 West
PHONE 45.
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207 West Gold

SAVES
YOU
MONEY

Dinner

25c
35c

Supper

35c
MRS. M.

DF.VOKS

Rates Reasonable
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MEALS

Don't Forget The
PLANING
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of this rule.

It. v. S.mth ;. l'reston, I'll. !., of
Xew York t'lty. I tho nevy pastor of
ehureh here. Thia
tire .M.tlin.list

Is th
only protectant oris'.in-:..ito- n
In thi-- t county seat, aiol la (loThe
ir, k 1 K" oil work.
church Is
practle.illy a union Imp h, meiiitrmn
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TIIK FINEST DINING ROOM AND BUFFET
IN THE CITY

Thos. F. Keleher
Oik- -

6 to 9
12 to 2
5:30 to 7:30

114.116 North Second

Phone 1515

Av.

r.

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

The Oxford Hotel

Plumbing:, Tinning and
Galvanized Iron Work
Central

Room, l'rompt. Courteous Service
Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

Well-Lighte- d

Breakfast

Allen & Yickrey
E.

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

EXAMINATION FREE

The Home Restaurant

BANQUET

of Columbus mul UueM4 Will

to be treated except bya competent optician or occulist. I
will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and

Large,

207',

1

Is a Priceless Possession, and
you should not allow your eyes

Phone 251

COMPLETE

Sieiil l.njoyalile livening

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

0

oooooottOooooorMi

Coke
Mill Wood
Mountain Wood
Cedar and Pine
Sawed to any length

I

he

BEST

S.mt;i
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cart
THE ALLWIN FOLDING
Twenty
mother
them.
the
wants
just
is
as
that built
new patterns for 1908. Beautiful enamel finish.
Prices range from

Pet ton of 2,000 pounds

Iis

FOR ANNIVERSARY

Reclining

$6.50

session.

PREPARATIONS

d-

On exhibition now at

:

r

RT

$7.50 to $17.50

GALIUP

At a session
of the i.ernalillo
county probate court yesterday afterwas
business
noon the following
t ransaeted
was
Frank Ralph, a contractor,
appointed administrator of the estate of A. V. Tegner. deceased. W. W.
Strong and A. W. Hnjden were ap
pointed appraisers of the estate. The
deceased whs a contractor and the
estate Included several unfinished
contracts. Mr. Kalph was ordered to
furnish bund In the? sum of $5,000.
March 2 was set as the date for
the proving of the last will and testament of Altagnrcia (1. du Oubwlon.
Diego Artnijo was appointed guardian for Samuel Montoya, minor, and
his bond was fixed at $100.
The hearing of the will of David'
Chaves, deceased, was continued until Fftirtrarv 10. when the court will

i

GO-CA-

ped for business, and
solicits your orders.

Tegner.

another

S-

GO-CART-t-

COURT

The report of the appraisers of the
estate of William Halt, deceased, was
approved.
Kate Iturroughs withdrew her peBurtition to lie guardian of
roughs, a minor.
The hearing of objections to the
final report of A. Borders as administrator in the case of George Tim-tnl- s
wim set for next Monday.
It. A. Antlll was appointed guardian
of Hugh A i ill. n minor, and his bond
placed at $500.
March 2 was set as the date for
the hearing of the final report of
Wllhelrnhm Sternberg, as executrix of
the estate of A. K. I.iudeinann. deceased. The report was filed with
the probate judge yesterday.
The final report of F. II. Strong as
administrator of the estate of M
(Jargoria. deceased, will be heard on
March 2. Several accounts against
this estate were allowed by the court.
was appointed
de Pflcffi-administratrix of the estate of Hen-it- a
M. de (lutleirez. deceased,
her
bond being fixed at $100.
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f

Upright

Yank Ralph Is
Hhititl Administrator of the Instate of A. V.

bold

TftAOC HAPK

PRICES

COUNTY

PROBATE

PARA (1RAPJIS

im.
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Oscdr Snow Tells of Plans to Fond Mother In Detroit. Mich..
Show Development and
Believes Long Lost Boy Is
In New Mexico.
Products at 16th Congress.
Oscar Snow of Me.Hla Park, N. M.,
Is In the city, having stopped over en
route home from an official trip to
Santa Fe where he has been attending to his duties as a member of the
Territorial Irrigation commission. Mr.
Snow Is ft very successful farmer of
the Mesllla valley and is an enthusiastic booster for the Sixteenth National Irrigation congress and Inter- State Industrial exposition. He was
one of the reprt".vntatlves from
at the Fifteenth National Irrigation congress at Sacramento last
year and was one of the foremost in
lauding the sixteenth congress for this

I

SEE

HINGLE?

New-Mexic-

203

page

LOOK EOR ARTHUR

GOOD

Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.

CITIZEN".

CITIZEN READERS

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

EVENING

Per Month and Up

S
Q

AUTOMOBILE

A'

COMPANY

Automobiles daily to points In
the Kstancla Valley. Special cars
to Golden, San Pedro and other
points.
Automobiles for rent by th
day or hour In and about the city.
Parties holding special round trip
tickets to Estancla and return may
exchange them for hourly service
in the city or other points.
For further information "inquire at the General Ticket office
and garage. 408 W. Copper ave.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone
846.

GROCERY SALE

svn nDAV, ri:it. j, we win com
tnence our Cut Price Grocery Pale.
by
Be sure and get a price list. Com
and examine the goods and afte
Meal.
buying and you are not satisfied we
will cheerfully reurn your money.
I't. cans Log Cabin mapte syrup. 18(r
110 Eiit Coal Avenue
60o English Iireakf.-istea
35o
60c uncoioro.d Japan tea
35o
8 bars Swift's Pride soap
25
8 bars Diamond C. soup
2ifl
4
26
cans ugar Corn
V. It. On iulorlT. Mgr., 120 West fiolil
3 Vi
lbs prunes
250
Mils Week
llo
BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW 15c Tomatoes large cans

or

the Week, Day
or

MRS.M.E.NORRIS

CRYSTALTHEATRE

tOc--

A

OMISSION- - IOC

CASH

DUtERS UNION

122 North Sacond
W.M. DOI.Di:, Prop.

I.adip' souvenir matinees Tuesday
and Fridays; Children's toy matinee
eviry Saturday; cumplete thans? of
D"c
program Thursday;
gTand aniAteor
fiOe ..f all (lenornlnations afliHatins with cin.lval Friday night.
Consult a Reliable Dentist
A few
supporting it.
6T.C
.
;i;.
choice front seats, 20c; no
In
prices.
75c
M'irtin litilen. teleisraph operator raise
Full ISot of Tfth
cornpiny.
30c of the J'ust 1! TeleKr:iih
$1.5(1 up
Tucumcari. qXXTXXXXXXTXXXTXXIXTXXXIIjJ j t.old I illin
r,0c lias heen transferreil to
o 2 n
(old Crouiid
$8
I'.tch-- r pumps. $1 - an
Mr. Hulen tmeceeil.i ln-- r hnSaml
N
.
PttJnlisM Fxtnu'liiig ....sue
ISc litre.
Alfalfa seed
3
1
II. R Jones Is arraiiKiiis! to put In
If. aw weiuht dairv nails
55c
We have ju-- t rece ved a new sup water works here. He Is forming a
t)
20S W. Gold Ave.
ly of school books.
slock company,
A I.I, WOKK
Altsol.I TII. 1.1. Jl- K. '. II itton urn) li. J. llatlon, who
anti:i:i.
Tin: MA.r:.
are locate! nino miles northeast of H
Win. klllKi:, Proprietor.
W II a ! fini- line (rf
colonization
town, are actlriK
famaents ati'l are t.rlrik'in c manyije'lalia.
Go-car- ts
noK.ii imv.
their ol.l home at
Do von know nhf thlk meanjit Tf ilies from
i.
not ask our drivers to explain It to llisf'MH
KHOM
3
youJ
do 10 much ItOCGJI
The reuua
IMPfJCIAIi
,
right
It
3
DHV work la because
f do
Tal Tlnts W.tti LTT,.ra1 W Imp and at the price you cannot afford to
DllS. CXIP anj I'ETTIT.
cure and prevents constipation. Ask have It done at home
t xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxn 3
your grocer for lu
IMPKIUAL UVXDKY CO.
HWI 12, N. T. AAMJJO BLIKL
Curt

In s' et. he! s .
ij ft f.ildii g ironr
Tubular lantern- Sco,. j, shovels
Itak. s. ll'.c to
t.,
II
I'!., a Ingle Ire.
.
Wag in single trees

.11 35.
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$2 to $15
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trial reaction. According to Mr.
celebrated axiom steel his
suddenly dropped from "prince
to
pauper." The unfilled orders on the
books December 31st were given at
4.24.000 tons the smallest total of
any December since 1903. A year
ago the total of unfilled orders was
M.4S9.000 tons.
So severe a cnnti
which was a direct result of the
panic, can hardly be expected to continue Indefinitely.
Now that the railroad
arc better
able to finance their requirements,
the demand for steel products should
before long hegln to Improve; nevertheless, oldtime activity need not lie
anticipated.
It.iilrond earnings are
plainly feeling the shrinkage In traf-llNovember returns
showed n
sain of about 5 tier cent in gross
earnings, while net earnings decreased 13 per cent; and December returns are eXpivted to be still more
Some authorities estiunfavorable.
mate that at least Siui.onn cars are
In
idle
various parts of the 1'nited
States, while others state that these
figures are considerably
underestimated. Such Incidents are merely
prove
to
cited
that business reaction
Is a reality and not a figment of the
imagination.
They mean that commerce and Industry must go through
a process of readjustment somewhat
in keeping with what has taken place
In securities.
The readjustment will
be much less severe in commercial
circles than It has been in finance,
because the latter was honeycombed
by excesses and abuses which have
no counterpurt in Industry or com- Hence the readjustment In
nie''ce
general business will be much less
acute than in Wall street. The only
cure is to get back from the abnormal
to normal as easily and as early as
possible.
This can only be done by
contraction. Demand has already declined for reasons well understood,
and prices are receding In consequence.
The next step will be a reduction
In costs of production which would
Inevitably cause more or less frlc- tlon, especially In the matter of reducing wages. With easier monetary
conditions, however, and more normal conditions as to prices and wages
the way will tie paved for an early
resumption of industrial
activity
not on the Inflationary basis of 1907,
but on a lower and more stable level.
Much will depend upon the oulcome
of the crops and the election. If
these prove satisfactory, and if the
process of readjustment In business
is not unduly Impeded by combinations, we may look for Improvement
at a comparatively early date. Any
Interference with natural tendencies
will simply protract, .f not Intensify,
depression.
Ilanks nre Solid.
On the stock exchange the recent
bank failures and troubles in financial
Institutions had little effect. These
were simply the aftermath of the
panic and a part of the general
housecleanlng then undertaken. The
local banking situation has been Immensely improved and Is now In very
satisfactory condition.
despite the
fact that some of the difficulties
created by the panic are only now
coming to the surface. Should any
more of these troubles be exposed,
they need now cause no loss of confidence in the banking situation
In
this city.
Those In control are fully determined to eliminate the weak features
and raise the standards of banking
control In New York. In future it
may be depended upon that bank
management In this city will fall upon men who as presidents and directors stand high, not only as regards ability, but whose reputation
for integrity
and disinterestedness
will be beyond question.
The panic
will at least have had one good effect
In that It will immensely raise the
standards and ethics of banking In
this the second banking center of
the world.
The future of the market is for
the present more or less uncertain.
We are assured of easy money for
K
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BUSINESS
AFFAIRS
As Result Production Is Cur-

tailed. But Indications Point
to Early Recovery.
New York. Fib. 4. Conditions in
the stork market nre mimowhat
stocks show surprising;
to unfavorable developments'
the lJitir havliiK been so largely
by the
previous il it lines,
that easy money proved not only a
very tuning support against renewed
depression, but a powerful stimulus
to higher valuations.
Tile great increase In
monetary
supplies, which has been
o often
predicted in these advices as an
element, is now having It,
effect, and largely accounts for the
market's resistance to discouraging
news.
This week further Improvement has Uken place in the monetary
situation.
Funds are returning free- y from the Interior and coming back
out of hoarding, raising the surplus
reserve last week to $37.noii.00 and
with the prospect that it will go still
higher before the limit is reached.
A similar s'ate
of affairs exists
abroad, the reserves of the great
banks in Euncpe also showing a rising tendency.
There has been a
world-wid- e
cessation of speculative
activity; also more or less recession
in general trade and Industry, with
the result of greatly diminishing the
Inquiry for loanable funds.
This decline in interest rates come
at a most fortunate time and has
also exerted a strengthening effect
upon security values in the foreign
markets. lirltish conosls have shown
an unusual advance and are now
quoted at
a recovery of over
6 points.
In this market the effects
of easier money have been most notable In bonds. Since the first of January it is estimated that bond sales
have Increased fully 25 per cent,
while transactions In stocks have declined nearly BO per cent.
There has also been a good Investment demand for preferred and guaranteed stocks. Lack of confidence
has had considerable to do with turning the Investment demand In these
directions, since any business reaction
which may have to be endured will
fall entirely upon the common shares
of railroad and industrial corporations.
Business Depression.
The comparative
Indifference of
AVal! street to reactionary commercial
!
easily
explained.
conditions outside
The stock market situation has been
greatly Improved by the tremendous
liquidation of 1907 which not only
discounted excessive speculation and
in that
credit abuses culminating
year, but also very largely discounted
the probability of a commercial and
Industrial reaction n 1908. No one
now questions that we have entered a
period of business depression. It Is
only a matter as to how fir and
it will continue.
Production is now being actively
curtailed In all th leading industries.
In Iron, in textiles, boots and shoes,
leather, tobacco and many other industries there has been more or less
Prices, too, are now recurtailment.
ceding, although by means of trusts
and combinations of various kinds
strenuous effort Is being made to delay readjustments.
The last report
of the Bteel trust was perhaps the
most striking illustration of indus- I
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Gross Kelly & Co.
(Incorporated)
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Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

The new spring hats are more fascinating than ever before
are being shown early this year. All shades of corn and yellow areand
extremely

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

smart, also different combinations o parrot green and white. The one
hown here Is a soft Tusca;i braid of blended yellow massed high In the
crown with ribbons.
months to come and that is n supporting Influence which cannot
be
lightly underestimated.
It must not
be lost sight of that a substantial advance has already taken place since
the October panic. As a result liqacuidation In many carrled-ove- r
counts has been greatly
facilitated
and many of the stocks bought to
check the panic have also been sold
at handsome profits. Under ordinary
conditions It might be possible to
carry the market to a still higher
level, but speculation is restrained by
the unfavorable developments outside
the market and the prospects of declining dividends for both railroads
and Industrials. This leaves the market very evenly balanced as to con
ditions.
No excessive advance seems likely
Just now, while any decided break
would undoubtedly Invite new purchases. Under such conditions active trading in stocks should revive,
and the better class of securities will
no doubt find ready purchasers on all
pronounced breaks, especially in view
of the strong banking support which
is evidently being accorded. The president's message contained little that
was new of Importance,
and was
of
largely confined to a reiteration
his former position. Its main object
was evidently to stir Congress into
action; something very difficult to do
Just In advance of a Presidential election.
The Jumping Off Place.
"Consumption had me In Its grasp;
and I had almost reached the Jumping
off place when I was advised to try
I
Dr. King's New Discovery; and
want to say right now, it saved my
Improvement began with the
life.
first bottle, and after taking one dozen bottles I was a well and happy
man again." says George Moore, of
Grimesland, N. O. As a remedy for
coughs and colds and healer of weak,
sore lungs and for preventing pneumonia New Discovery Is supreme. 60c
and $1.00 at all druggists. Trial bottle free.

WHEN TOMMY HAS TO STAY IN AFTER SCHOOL

FOOTBALL MEN
ARE PIOUS

Gross Kelly & Co.

HEROES

(Incorporated)

Figures Disprove Popular Idea
of College Students-Ma- ny
Princeton PlayersStudlous.
Princeton. X. J., Feb. 4. .Few persons are aware of the fact that many
of the college football players are not
alone prominent
on the gridiron.
Some turn their energies to honors In
scholarship; some to literature; some
to music; and a goodly proportion
take up religious work while in college and are prime movers In the regular religious Institutions of the university.
Of football men in Princeton university ln the last five years, it is estimated that 35 per cent took more
than the average Interest in religious
work.
Going over a list of some of the
gridiron stars in Princeton in the
last
few years. It shows that many of
them have led the prayer meetings
of their class on Sunday evening and
have In other ways shown their
In what is termed the ethical
side of college life.
I leaded a
Iteliirious soHety.
Tooker, who played end on Princeton's 1905 eleven, was president of
the Philadelphlan society, the Institution which corresponds to a Y. M. C.
A. In Princeton.
James L. Cooney. perhaps one of
the most noted athletes of the collegiate world In recent years, n football player of
honors
and captain of two championship
baseball nines, led his class In prayer several times in the year and was
a member of committees of the Philadelphlan society.
Donald Herring,
center of the
1906 team, was a religious worker,
now
and is
a Rhodes scholar In Oxford.
Kobert K. Galley.
center on Princeton's championship
t.nm In 1896, Is In charge of the religious work of Princeton, In Pekin.
China.
R. A. Dilllon, the star quarterback
of the last three years, who has been
elected to captain of the 190S eleven,
has always attended religious meetings here and has taken an active interest.
Seven of the Teum llellglous Workers
Of the last team which represented
Princeton and played Yale the 12 to
10 game which will be entered
in
gridiron annals as one of the most famous struggles between the Tiger and
the Pulldog, there were several men
who have been leaders
In religion.
Among these are Hooth 1909; Phillips,
190S; Wister. 190.8; Dillon, 1909;
1910. and Harlan, 1908.
Moreover, there are scores of substitutes and scrub players whose athletic achievements are not as prominent, who are frequently delegates to
student conferences, members of religious committees and other college
institutions which have to do with
the moral side of life.
n.

the convention of miners at Indianapolis, and tomorrow or next day the
proposition will be presented.
The operators say it Is absolutely
necessary to reduce the cost of pro
duction if profit is to be made. The
miners are receiving 90 cents per ton,
the highest price ever paid, fixed two
years ago when the country was most
prosperous. This means $3.50 to $4
a day for the miners. Within the
past few months, the operators 'say.
the demand for coal has decreased,
while prices have been reduced so that
they are not making over five cents
a ton.
It is alleged that one reason for
John Mitchell's retirement from the
head of the miners.' union is that he
does not wish to personally be in
charge during the lockout which ap
pears inevitable. It Is scarcely possi
ble the miners will continue at work
under a reduction. There are 123,000
In the Pittsburg district alone.
In past fights the operators of the
Pittsourg district dictated the action
of those ln Ohio, West Virginia, Illinois and Kentucky, and it is likely
they will do so now.

Will

i

A checking account will not only help you to spend

your money economically, but it will also aid you

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
MM

Albuquerque. New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
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KANSAS CITY BANK

PEOPLE

REOPEN SOON

READ

j

All iKmlit Concerning National Hank

of Commerce Removed hy Action
of St ockol Oilers
Kansas City, Feb. 4. All doubt
to the reopening of the National
Rank of Commerce has been removed
The stockholders will meet the re
quirements of the comptroller, and
the institution will probably open its
doors by March 20.
Although the brunt of the burden
of replacing the slow paper In the
vaults of the bank with actual cash
will fall upon the Kansas City stockholders, the St. Louis contingent has
of the
agreed to take care of one-hareal estate carried hy the bank outside of the Southern properties, or
approximately $225,000.
In all $1,250,000 will be raised for
the purpose of handling the paper of
which amount Dr. W. S. Wood has
In
volunteered to furnish $850,000.
addition to shouldering the remaining
oe
amount, the 400 stockholders will
asked to buy $1,000,000 worth of new
bank stock at $110. As to the per
sonnel of the new directorate little
has been decided, although it Is gen
erally reported that Kansas City hank
ers will compose the majortty.
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Weak Women

To weak and ailing woman, then is at least on
way to help, but with that war, two treatment,
mutt be combined. One is local, on is consul
llonal, but both arc Important, Doth essential.
SOFT COAL STRIKE
Khoop s Night Curt is the Local.
Ir.
I)r. Hhcxip's Restorative, the Constitutional.
The former Dr. tjhoop's NihtCureU a topical
membrane suppository remedy, while l'r.
SEEMS TO BE CERTAIN mucous
Bnuop's Hwrtorative is wholly an internal treatment. The Restorative reaches throughout til
.xuire system, seeking ths repair ol all uarv.
all tlssuti, and ail blood ailments.
The Night cure . as it name implies, aoes it
Pittsburg
for lAM'kotit work
while you sleep. It soothes sore and lnUam-- d
If Minors llefuHe Out in W'ajjew.
mucins surtaues, heals local weaknesses and
discharges, while the Restorative, eases lierruus
axciteoient, gives renewed vigor and ambition,
brUiging about renewed
Pittsburg, Feb. 4. One of the builds up wasted tissues,
vigor, and energy. Take Dr. fchoop s
worst coal strikes in the hlsiory of strength,
Restorative Tablet or Lluuld as a general ton 10
bituminous mining is threatened. The loth system, t'ot positive local help, use as well

4Mratr Vt

leading operators of the Pittsburg dis
trlct
today that the miner
must accept a reduction of 10 cents
a ton or every mine in the Pittsburg
district, which produces 55,000,000
tons annually, will be closed immedi
ately.
A commute
of operators left for

wiiiiimnmiiMi
YOU CAN SAVE

W.

Li ve;
S

Weat

J. PATTERSON

n Boarding Stablen
Telephone

c1
Silver Ayenue.
AXliUQUERQtE.
-y
i--

Dr. tShoop's Citizen Want
Nig'ht Cure
--

ALL DRUGGISTS"

NEW MEXICO.

il.

Ads for Results

TFESD.W.

KERIU'AHY

MESSAGE

4.

US

WAR TO THE
DEATH
Roosevelt Has Closed With
Corporations for Finish
to People.

Fight-Appe- als

ALBUQCEKQP E

IMS.

Washington, D. C Kcb. 4. It's a
bowli knife battle henceforth between
the president of the country and the
system! When he sent his thunderbolt message to congress, he stopped
shaking his ftHt at predatory wealth.
He closed with It.
The message called the employers
liability message, by ladylike congressmen was his first heavy lunge
and stab In a battle with the system
which Roosevelt means to make decisive,
?!. message was really to the
country. Koosevelt does not have to
tell congress what he wants. He cov
ered the ground very fully In his Vii
cember message sent to egr.gress
when It first conveneil. IUt congress
has sat sullen for two full months.
Not a move has been made, not a
voice raised to give consideration to
any of the policies so urgently recommended by the White House.
There was but one answer to this.
The reactionary Interests were In the
Aldrlchs and Cannons of the nation's
legislature, the men of great wealth
who fear Roosevelt and the law,
e
have been able to paralyze the
branch of government.
Veai time Standard Oil and Wall
siree-- l ave attacked the administration ' i all the ways known to unlimited wealth. Through a corrupted
press, magazines which have been
bought, advertisements In the daily
papers, books printed and distributed
fret, and pamphlets sent out by the
ton, the people think that Roosevelt
Is responsible for the business trouble and hard times.
to
his
appealed
The president
friends. He called attention repeatedly to the danger which menaced
the country In me power of certain
men who hide behind the breastworks of corporate organization.
He asked that congress legislate
corporato protect the
tion, and bring the lawless corporations Into bounds. In vain.
Now Roosevelt has appealed from
congress to the country. It Is to
the people who send members to congress that this message was really
sent.
Nor Is this the end. On full authority let It here be said that this
Is but a start.
The policy of silence at the White
House Is at an end. From this time
forth .the Issue will be kept full before the people.
That the policies of the Aldrlchs
legis-'.itlv-

cf the rapltol hill are
not the policies of the White House
will be made so clear that he who
runs may read.
Sullen silence or covert sneers were
the reception which met the Roosevelt message among republicans on
capltol hill. The men whose opinions
count senators like Aldrich, Hale,
Oalllnger. Kean and Speaker Cannon, and Tawney, were silent or evasive. They dared not air their genuine views.
"Will the country stand for that?"
asked a very prominent man when
he had secured assurances that his
name would not be used. "We have
had On Idea up here that T. R. Is
about all In."
This questioning comment Is significantly typical. Not even the house
and senate leaders feel perfectly sure.
They have believed the thing that
they greatly wanted to be true, and
have acted on that behalf. Hut they
are nervous. They really want to
know.
Will the country stand fir Roosevelt? or has the public mind been
sufficiently poisoned by the literature
which the Standard oil h:is circulated? Has the system won in Its effort
to make the poor man think that it
was Roosevelt who made the panic?
or does the poor man think the panic
was made by the system? Will Roosevelt's voice be heard as It has In the
Will the voters
past seven years?
answer as they" 'nave answered regularly In the past?
This Is Me-- ?,uw-- which is tin?
Viost conspicuous result of Rouse'
velt's message the query Hint stand
out In the minds of the republicans
in charge of congress.
There Is no
doubt as to what they think of Roose"
velt and all his messages. They hate
him hate magnified by fear. Members from the west are most disposed
to talk to say pleasant things. They
feel that Roosevelt Is still strong with
their constitutents.

OVERRULES

t

Refuse

to Walt 1'nlil Killing of
Court Tun IV- - Cited.

Chicago, Feb. 4. Judge Kenesaw
Landis, In the I'nlted States district court, today overruled the demurrer of the Santa Fe Railroad Co.
to the federal
Indictment
which
charges the railway company with
granting rebates to the I'nited States
Sugar and Land company of Harden
City, Kansas.
The attorneys for the railroad had
previously asked the court to pass
be
the matter until a ruling could
obtained in the case now pending In
supreme
court against the Great
the
Judge
Northern
railroad.
Landis
declared he could not wait for the
action of the higher court and followed this statement by announcing
that he would overrule the demurrer.
The railway company asked for
two weeks in which to plead, and
this was granted by Judge Landis.
M.

law-abidi-

PLACE RAPIDLY BECOMING
THE FASHION CAFE.
PATRONS TICKLED TO DEATH.
A
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FOR RENT

FKItSOXAL PUOrEUTf

FOR SALE 1 horse. 1 colt,
set of
harness, 1 yearling heifer calf. 70
chickens, 1 Incubator, some furniFOR KENT Furnished rooms ana
ture. Can e seen half mile north
board in the Highlands. 615 East
Adof Woolen mills on ranch.
Central.
dress lock box 235.
FOR RENT Large furnished room.
Gentleman. FOR SALE OK TRADE Nice ruom-ln- g
323 North Broadway.
See Ryan, the expressman.
house, centrally located. Apply at this office.
FOR RENT Typewriters, allklnds.
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange FOR SALE A brand new Stevens
single barrel shot gun, never fired.
215 West Central.
A high grade and strictly up to
FOR RENT Nice clean rurnlshed
gun, inquire at The Citizen
dnt
rooms, modern. 309 ft West Cenoffice.
tral nvenue.
FOR KENT Uright sunny rooms for FOR SALH At a sacrifice Remington typewriter, like new. Mll-le- tt
housekeeping; rent, reasonable, 624
Studio, 215 West Central,
Inquire In
TVeJt Central avenue.

rr.RENT

1

Minneapolis, 624 So.
Second St., rooms for lighthouse-keepinAlso bed rooms. Cheapest

KOK

g.

city.

In

FOR RENT Large sunny front
room with board. 309 S. Broad
way.

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on

On

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and se us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
N. M.
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
FOR SALE Best business proposi$03 Vs West Railroad Ave.
tion In city at 75c on $1. About
ll.ROO. Address R. S. 6, Citizen,
PRIVATE OFFICES
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
Open Evcnlnfcs.
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $6.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Box 102. Albuquerque. N. M.
$2507
FOR SALE OOod buslnf-ssHARO.AIXS IN HASCJI FUOP- paying 100 per cent. Re quick If
Eitrv.
Must
you want something good.
sell In 10 days. Ask at this office.
Three and a half acres first
FORSALEAfewbargins'ln good class
cultivated land, right on
property cheap If taken within
ditch, three miles north of
main
the next few days. One of the best
town, price $300.00. Easy terms.
business corners In the city; some
o o o
choice business lots; a nine room,
Four and a half acres on main
frame dwelling, modern,
cottages with
road, under high state of cultivaclose In; two
bath and electric lights $2600 for
tion, well fenced, 2H miles north
lots on East
both; three 60-Easy
of town, price $500.00.
Central avenue $200 for all three,
terms.
A.
and many more like them.
o o o
Fleischer, real estate and InsurTen acres of very good land,
ance, 21 2 4 South Second street.
three miles north of town, price
$500.00 cash.
WANTED
.

,
good
FOR KENT. Corner stor.-avenue.
stand, 2d and Atlantic
Apply at 820 8. 3d.
FOR RENT 3 nice modern rooms
for light housekeeping. Apply 410
North Second.
FOR RENT Large furnished room
conveniences
with all modern
Suitable for gentleman. No health
seekers desired. Apply 809 west
Tljeras.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
building and furniture new; use of
for
front parlor, heated; kitchen
those who wish to do light cooking.
Electric lights, bath. All these accommodations for $4.00 per week.
No Invalids; no small children. Rio
Grande House, 619 Weat Central WANTED A nurse girl for two
children. 906 West Central.
avenue.
goods,
second
WANTED GenU"
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
FOR SALE
street,
615 South First
south of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
FOR SALE. On account of sickness WANTED Ladles desiring millinery
I am obliged to sell my business,
at cost for next ten days call on
"The Savoy
recently established,
Miss C. P. Crane, 612 North SecMillinery and dressond street.
Cafe," Doing good business. "No
making parlors. Phone 944.
hard times here." Apply to F. F.
wanted.
Murray, Prop.
porter
Offices to clean,
FOR SALE -- A good tent house, size WANTED
work, windows cleaned, trees trim14x16 ft. Cheap. Apply Room 7,
med, back yards cleaned, and a!!
N T. Armijo bldg.
odd jobs attended to. Address R
n
weekly
FOR SALE.
this office.
and job pVant in territory; earned
WANTED
Able bodied, unmarried
must
have
over $100 monthly;
men, between ages of 21 and 86;
money; sell for plant value. Adcitizens of United States, of good
dress Quick Sale, care Citizen.
character and temperatt habits,
FO R SALE M y farmor30 "acres,
who can speak, read and write
one mile northwest of city. C. E.
English. For Information apply to
Uleckler.
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave.. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WANTED Young man wishes posi- tion. Experienced as salesman in
meat and provisions. Will accept
any work. Address T. W., care
Citizen.
WANTED Capable men to fill executive, technical, office and merWe can place
cantile positions.
you in the position for which you
are qualified. Southwestern BusiEast Cenness Association 201
tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
ft'
Phone 257.
ft

o o o

good
Eight acres in alfalfa,
fence, adobe house, four and a
half miles north of town, price
$600.00 cash.

o o o

Seven acres good land, all level
partly under
cultivation, one mile from town,
on main road, price $1400.00 cash

and under ditch,

o o o

Sixty-fiv- e

per acre, terms: one half down,
balance In one or two years at 8
per cent.

Seven-colum-

In the Citizen

LOST

t

ft-

-

and

acres of the best land

In the Rio Grande valley, all under cultivation (25 acres in alfalfa), four wire fence, on main
price $65.00
ditch, title perfect,

o o o

And a great many others from
one to two hundred acres.

A. MONTOYA
j

Real Estate and Iuans. Notary
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.

j
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For Sale at a Bargain. Furniture and lease 12 rooms,
modern rooming house.
For Sale Bargain one store
building. SOxlOO feet,
two
stories and basement.
For Rent Store building on
Wet Central ave. A snap.

M. L. SCHUTT

32-H-

)

219 South

FOUND

2nd Street

ooo(X)OC)C)cx)oc)cxxxxxxxxaxxxj

LOST a heavy silver Navajo necklace, llorse-iho,pendant, engraved
K. If. P., Show low, Ariz. Return
HUH
occidental lihlg., and get re-

s 'i

salestraveling
man at once. SMple line, profitable
contract
with $25
commUsion
weekly advance Permanent position; references required. A. S. J.
Detroit,
Ave,,
Co.. Grand Kivi-M irhig.i ii.

CYCLE OR HORSE
and buggy furnished our men for
traveling, and $;;5.no per month
and expenses, to lake orders for thu
greatest
portrait
house In the
world.
Write for particulars. It.
I. Martel, Dept. f,2s, Chicago.
w a III goud
W A N TED - ele, t A e;
Oldest secret service 111 UnitlK'll.
ted Stales. Xo experience needed.
Write toWe give full
day.
American Detective AssociaInd.
tion. I naia mi poll
WANTED
Either sex. earn
from $Mi to $lou per week selling
our cxiiiisitel embroidered pongee
silk waist pattern. d;k shawls, etc.
N'ltional Impoitiig Co.. Gltli ISroad-ujNew Yoik.
Have yon seen the Patrician Shoe
sold by the Simpler-ClarShoe Co.
next door to the post office?
Au.-nt--

k
:::

ff

.

h.

(ft

d.

J1

't-- .r:
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A little want ad, day by day,
Does the work you draw the pay.
It sees the people you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

.

Highland Livery
lUMBKOOK U!OS.
112 John Hi
Phone Mill.
Saddle horses a specialty.
Bel
drivers In the city, proprietors
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All

Salt
kinds or Fresh and
Steam hausaire I aitory.
K LI K.N WORT

Masonic Building, North

Today

T

PHYSICIANS
M. SHERIDAN, M. I).

Homeopathic

Physician and Surgeon.
Occklrntnl Life nnikllng.
Telephone 888.

mi. k. i. r.vrcinx
riij'icliin and Snrgoon.

il lriir

Ok'fliv over Vann
Store. Office Immi- i- a to
a. m.. 3 to 5, and
i o n p. ni. riHiiics, of lice 411,
hlenre 805.

DR. R. I,. HCST
I'hyslclan and Surgeon.
Itnomn

We respectfully solicit
the privilege of placing
your property on our
books at the usual commission.
As real estate brokers
we have many opportunities to sell or exchange
real estate which do not
come to an owner direct.
If it is impossible for you
to call at our office, write
for a listing blank and place
your property in our hands
at theearliest date possible.

You will be surprised
how quickly we will find
you a customer for your
real estate or business, if
you price them worth the
money. By our

plan we secure the
names of hundreds of
people who are coming
to the Southwest, and we
can successfully handle
any business enterprise
that is legitimate and
worth what you ask for

& 7. N. T. ArmUfl Hu 11.1 lng.

DR. SOLOMON L. UOITON.
PhyslHan and Surgeon.-HighlanOffice,
t0 South Walt
Street. Phone 1030.
d

DHS. BHOXSON

A HROXSON

Homeopathic PhjrMtrtan
and Surgeons. Over Vann'a Drag Store.
Phone, Offlm and Ren.. 62ft

DENTISTS
DR. J. E. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and 3, Harnett nu tiding.
Over O'lUellj's Jmg More.
Appointment! mnde by mail.
Phone 744- -

J. ALGER,

KDMUND

SOft

D. D. S.

a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
iso to o p. in.
l
Appointments made by mall.
Went Central Ave. Phoife 45.

Office hours,

fl

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN.
Attorney at I .aw.
Office, First National Ran ft Tlulldlng.
Albuquerque. N. M.
E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law.
Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.
IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Ietv.
Pensions, Ijind Patents. Copyrights;
Caveats,
Patents, Trade
Murks. Claims.
32 P. street, N. M. Washington. D. O.
Ix-ft-

THOS.

K. D. MADDISON

Attorney-at-La-

Orilce with W. n. Chllders,
117 West Gold Avenue.

it.

INSURANCE

any reason you desire to sell or exchange
your stock of merchandise,
do not fail to talk with us.
We will handle the propo-- s
tion for you in a way that
none of your customers will
know that vou desire to sell.
If for

this space
ad-

Propositions

B. A. SLEYSTER

Insurance, Heal lta(e, Notur
Public.
Room 13 and 14, Cromwell Rlock,
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone ISA.

Ii WALKER
lire Insurance.

A.

Secretary Mutual Building A.ctatlon
217 Went Central Avenue.

WILLIAM BELDEX
Veterinary.
Surgery and IX'nlNlrv a Specialty.
402 South Kdlth Phone 405.
DR. H. D. PETTI FORD
Veterinary.
m
Practleal Therapeutics.
Obstetrlca
nd Surgery on Horses. Cattle, Sheep
Hogs, Dogs an.l Cats.
office with
Thornton, ilie Cleaner, 121 North
460.
Thlnl. I'hone
Hospital
and
Residence. 733 South Walter. Real-denphone, 621).
te

We thoroughly understand the art of scientific farming by irrigation.

MISCELLANEOUS
SOFT1IWEKTKRN

LAW AND
AGENCY.
( lion, led
1,
T, Ar:iljo Bldg.
i
Ollice R
lliiKh J. Collins, attorney at law.
C. W. Oranner, general
manage

COL-LECTI- ON

and claim adjuster.
Phone 659. Albuquerque, New Mez.

I

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Stow Real
Estate and
Investment
Co.,

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
Standard Plumbing &, Heating Co

F.

SPENCER
Architect.
South Wulter.
Phono 555.

1221

201 East Central
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

Phone 257

W.

FRENCH

&

ADAMS

I'N DERTAKERS.
Lady
Embalming a SiwcJalty.

- COUGJt
CURE the LUTJCo

KILLAND

Avenue,

you
AnytMng on earth, you
DeWitt's Early Risers, pleas- canIf get itwant
through the want column
easy
They
pills.
to
ant little
are
of The Evening Cltleen. W get
take. Sold by J. II. O'Rielly Co.
Use

Property

Irrigation

Me

Thirl StrM

List your

Thursday for our
vertisement on
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WANTED----Capabl-

MALE HELP

1

m mm

VETERINARY

.'M.lpi) "MOTOR
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mm

mm mm

OPPORTUNITIES

I.O.'.XS

MONEY to LOAN

WILL START YOU IN HI'SiNKSS
Won't Interfere with present employment. Double your income.
Answer quirk. Square business
6
deal. N. V. M. Co., Dept. A.,
South Canal, Chicago.

'

eJmmm

REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

SALESMEN

'

Kb: win.
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Graver's Comfort Shoes
For Women
VPJl WtSI

KAM.KvflPVft.

A WORD TO THE WISE

Thursday, February 6, at 1:30 p.
We nre frnlnc t'i sell them "lit nt
at the home of M. J.
per copy. IIitp are 5ome of the m sharp, fit)7
o'Monohne,
North Fourth street.
titles:
I will .sell nt auction
thirty young
llreu ster"s Alilllotis. The Tall of the hen.s;
also the handsome furnishings
WiM. t'herker. The 'hrlstlnn, Kben
Mr. O'Donohoe's six room house,
H.ilflen. The Filigree Hall, The (Jam-'nle- r. of
dishes, glassof range,
The fientlem.in from Indlatin, consisting
ware,
utensils, refrigerator,
i iniustark.
The Heart nf Home. The dining kitchen
linoltables, dining chairs,
Helmet nf Navarre. In the Bishop' eum, xldeboard,
rockers, parlor furCarrlnee, The June-leThe Kindred of niture,
center tables, wash stand,
the Wild. T.m1v Ituw's DnuKhter. Let
bed.s,
brass and wooden
ters fioin a Self Made Merelmnt to His dressers,
cots, sprltis.s, mattresses, lace curte
Son. The Van on the llox. The
carpets, large nxminster rug,
of Will'am Ashe. The M:mtiera-ler- . ain.",
genuine oriental turs, mahogany
Miss Pettlemif. My T.ady 1'ejjK.v live
,

fiOf

51

We will most likely have plenty of
cold weather before the advent of
spring. Now is the time to buy
Winter Goods, even if you buy them
for next season.

.

Mar-finit-

$2.50

iV

The softest kid is used
for the uppers. The soles
are made of Heltinjj Leather
and sewed on by hand to insure the greatest flexibility,
ease and wear.
They are heavy enough
tokeepthe feetwarmand dry
at the same time as soft as
l'"or the
a piece of cloth.
immediate Sxtid lasting rel:ef
of tender feet, corns and
bunions they are without

1

J
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SPECIAL!
FOR

Wednesday
ONLY

et.s.
All

Lace
r

A

TRIAL

Congress

6 POUNDS

WILL

CONVINCE

with the following $1.50 order
large cake Toilet
10c
Soap
6 bars Laundry Soap 25c
2
lb. Good Tea . 30c
1 0c
1 can Pepper
1 bottle Blue Label
Catsup
L. .25c
1

1--

Regardless of Cost
AH

!

.

All for $1.50,
including 6 lbs.

Street Hats. 50 and ?5c.
Untrimmcd Shapes. 25c.
Trimmed Hats at less than cost
lf
price
Ostrich Plumes at

vkii:siy

i:vi;v.
UAXCiNfi
AT TIIK KI.KS' UAI.I, ROOM.

l(i

U

We

for
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sniOEDER WILL FVRXISH THK
MI SIC
THE DANCE WEDNESDAY EVENING AT THE ELKS'
HALL ROOM.

T.

f

COBB

ALBUQUERQUE.

122 South Second St.

Y

4
4

119

K

Spring

i
i

nd

7

Summer

JENNIE CRAIG AND II. W.
KCROEDER WILL FIRNIS1I THE

Fine Shirts!

WEDMFSIO HMI THE DANCE
NESDAY EVENING AT THE ELKS'
BALL ROO.NL
o

MISS

i.From

4

.
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i4
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o
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Mail Orders Solicited

ot

It, D

R
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UeWItt's Carbollsed Witch

Hazel

DR. C. H. CONNKR
OtrmORATHlG PHYHCIAN
mURQKON

Curable

No

Ci.rj

334

M.

0'..

b

i,iIIoiih.

Salve is especially good for piles. Sold
by J. II. O'RIelly Co.

All

D

AMD

Tramtmd.

for Consultation
T. Armljo Building

H
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THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

3

West Central

K3(r300C0000000 ooocoocoooooo

WE GUARANTEE
FtiU 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

al-

The following ad, or one
ways made this guarantee.
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

xzzzxxzi

RIGHT!
EYES
your eyes

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present

are not right call
on me and let me fit them with
glasses that will make them right.

Made of the Coal.

S. T. VANN

We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
YE HANDLE TIIE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood. Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

Drug Store.

H. W. SCHROEDER

Teacher of Violin

!

H T

i

ALSO MANAGER OF

Schroeder's Orchestra

JOHN S. BEAVEN

502 South

First

Room 28 Barnett'Bldg.

HHHnHHDH AannilHBHHHHHnHHKt HUH RUB

C11AIG AND II. W.

The right thing to do when you
feel bilious Is to take a dose of Cham
berlaln". Stomach and Liver Tablets.
They will cleanse the stomach and
regulate the liver and bowels.
Try
it. l'rloe. 2G cents. Samples free at
all druggists.

All the Newest Designs in Black and White
Cuffs attached or detached,

JENNIE

Si'ROEDER WILL I'IRNISH THE
MISIO IXR THE DANCE WEDNESDAY EVENING AT THE ELKS'
BALL ROOM.

Wilson Brothers!

M

PHONE

MISS

the best shirt makers in
the world m

i

l'rices the best for which our
ktiu1 work may he done

412 WEST CENTRAL

' JUST as soon as an improved feature makes its
in the science of stove building, the idea is at once
to this range, with the result that the M.VJKSTIC of
represents all the best features of all makes. In addi
tion to tins, it is conTHE GREAT MAJESTIC.
structed of material that
.
all
to
common purposes
is unbreakable.
It will Q
save you time, fuel and Jjj
MjrSTIcLJEStlC W
work; and produce the U
Ci W
.
Mrc. co. I
1.
I
L
31 k
" AII
;uaII
a
uest oi resuus. uuy
cf nine
jestic you will never
need another.

321-32-

Dates, Figs, Oranges,
Lemons, Grapefruit
and Cocoanuts

One Door South of

liili

I

Majestic Range

lLe

Wagner Hardware Co.

DOCTOR OF OPTICS
VAXN JEWELRY CO.

Tap of Work
! Every
Standard In Quality
nert Barber, of Elton, Wis., says:
"I have only taken four dosea of
your Kidney and Bladder Pills and
they hne done for me more than
any other medicine has ever don.
Mr. Barber refers to DeWltt's Kidney
and Bladder Pills. They are sold by
J. II. o'Kielly Co.

There are no better ranges in the world than g

If

HEATING GO.

oooooC)oooaoc)oao

$68.00

ATTENTION!

STANDARD

West Gold Ave.

3

ooocooooooooo

to

Gano, Lauver,
Bellflower, Sheepnosc

Post Office Opposite

PLUMBING AND

We have just received
our new iline oi

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

$61.00

APPLES

DANCING WEDNESDAY EVEN.
ING AT THE ELKS' HALL ROOM.

N. M.

El. WASHBURN COJ

3

SIMON STERN

Prices

ON THE MARKET

LYLE

and Permanent. Work Guaranteed

210 WEST GOLD '

City, Okla,

The Patrician Shoes are among the
best on earth and cost no more than
any other sold by The Slmpier-Clar- k
Shoe Co.

Birds and Animals Mounted True to Life.JP
Moth-Proo- f

Oklahoma

FRUITS

THAME BUIIiDIXO

FEE'S DELICIOUS IK)T niOCO-LATWALTON'S DRl'Q STORE.
M'lSS JEXXIE CR-IAXD II. W.

Co.

TAXIDERMIST
FUR BEARERS. TRAPPED TO ORDER

Taneyhill,

THE FINEST

sai.k.

FOR KENT RESU)EXCE
AT
203 NORTH EDITH.
APPLY OLD
TOWN 1OSTOFFICE.

JAFFA
Grocery

ffallroac Avenue

Clucks, Silverware.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut (!
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

C. P.

OK
NEW AltMOItY
liriMJXO, 507 X. SILVER AVE.,
Ml 'ST HE SOU) AT OXCE. RIDS
WIMj HE RECEIVED FOR SAME
AT MY OFFICE, 201
EAST TEXTUAL AVE., VP TO 2 P. M. FEB.
8, 1908.
W. G. HOPE,
Chairmu.il.

The best there is at
reasonable prices

DIAA10ND PALACE

SITE

OX

Bakery Goods

THE

mini

XUU-tlOO-

TRY OUR

208 South Second

Twelve diflVrcnt styleaof Machines ui table for
nd di'i'hi. ny kind of power de-alt forrtiHlionn
red. W rite for circular A.

Are you looking for somemingT Remember the want columns of The miTTTTTTTTXXXXXIXXXXXXXI
Evening Citizen are for your especla.
benefit. It talks to the people and
they talk to you
ntu-mx- e

MISS liUTZ

We are taking our Annual Inventory now and are anxious to close
out all heavy merchandise.

SUPPLIES

AND

norms Foil nrcxT.

Nicely furnished rooms with use
of bath, steam heat and all conveniences. Np Invalids. Hotel Cralge.
Silver avenue.

WHIIMM) AY KVKN-!XAT THK KI.KS' HAM; llOOM.

Sugar

Come and see for yourself

WELL MACHINERY

do

XOTIfT.
The Ministerial Alliance will hold
meeting
monthly
Its
at the study In
the Congregational church at 9:30
a. m. Monday, Feb. 3.
J. A. Shaw,
secretary.

IYNCl

one-ha-

Some big bargains.

on Winter Suits, Overcoats, Flannel
Shirts, Underwear, Hosiery, Gloves,
Sweaters, etc.

iTi
Is

Al-vara-

$1 50

Kinds of Winter Millinery

i

I

Ir

25c
25c

2 cans Peas
2 cans Corn

WHITNEY'S OLD STAND

tio-.k- s

20 TO 40 PER GENT OFF

Formula

FREE

Hardware - Plumbing

e,

Dr. Vaucaire's

Cane Sugar

HE

tete-a-tet-

c.

Best Granulated

YOU

table, arm chair and
straight
chtairs.
J40 piano, etc.
Nothing sold private. Inspect Wednesday before sale.
SCOTT KXIi'.IIT. Auctioneer.
hicep your feel warm and dry and
eo'ds will ise i i e r terrors for you.
You can do tills at a very small outlay of money by buying a pair of our
neat looking rubber shoes. All plzes
for men. women and children, prices
ni'R" from '.He to s:,e. C. May's shoe
store. 314 West Central avenue.

The best remedy known today, for
stomach troubles Is Kodol. whleh
guaranteed to give prompt relief.
It Is a natural digestant: it digests
and quality with the $1 :.0 editions what you eat. It is pleasant to t,ake.
elaborately
and
many
are
of
them
and
by J. H. o'Kielly
Pome are Sold
expensively Illustrated.
he
editions,
which
limited
when present stocks nre exhausted. Others nre the Jl.T.n hooks
of yesterday, which trade opportunities have plaeeil In ..ur possession at
fracfonal prices, and all nre marvelous values.
Any hook of the 130 different titles.
by
Henrj
Mrs.
Recommended
Tile. Stall orders receive prompt atSymes. to develop the bust from 4
tention: 1?o each postage; send for to 6 Inches.
complete list.
Guaranteed to he made from the
STROXO'S ROOK STORE.
Is perfectly
Extract.
true Cinlcg
T. O.
Next
hai mless.
Is a general
Formula
The Vaueatre
Syrup tonic, but It has n specific effect upon
Kennedy's Laxative Cough
acts gently but promptly on the bow-el- .' the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
It stops the cough by soothing Highland Pharmacy and
Sold
the throat and lung irritation.
Pharmacy
by J. II. OTtielly Co.
are full library
of these
size, handsomely
hound In elnth:
many .if them flentie:il In nppearanee

equal.

.

i

to Town. Princess Marltza, Quin-e- y
Adams Sawyer. Raffle. Uirhnrd
Carvel. Hiffht f Way. The Spenders.
St. Klrno. Tales of Sherloek Holmes.
Temporal T'nwer. To Have and to
Hold, The Virginian. The Westerners.
lit
.! Was
Flower.
When KnlRlith
Wolfevll'e tmys. Wolfville Xlfjht.
Allee of Oli) Vineeniie. !tl.nnerhas-sett- .
'ardln;i's
V,y Ttlphl of
?w.ird.
The
Sntiff Rox. Castle Yaneyrrmv.
Choir Tnvlslhle. l)arrell of the Itlessed
Isle. Dorothy Vernon. Freekles. The
Crey riok, The Punpett Crowned,

Coi-- s

m

B
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Spring Styles of 1908
Just Received and on Display.

Manhattan Shirts

Earl & Wilson Shirts

Fobush & Crosscttc Low Quarter Shoes

HBHttHHHH
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FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
B
H
B
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M. MANDELL

